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ABSTRACT
AN ANALYSIS OF DEFENSIBLE SPACE AND CRIME PREVENTION OF
THROUGH DESIGN IN CRIME HOTSPOTS OF SELECT
BOSTON NEIGHBORHOODS

SEPTEMBER 2011

MARIO TERAN, B.A. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.R.P, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Robert Ryan
There is a lack of emphasis in the planning world, both academically and in the
field, on preventing crime. Defensible Space and Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design (CPTED) has been the two main approaches taken by planners
and criminal justice officials that is design-based and that has brought some level of
collaboration between the two professions. This study will analyze the built environment
of select crime hotspots in the city of Boston from a design-based crime prevention
perspective in order to draw correlations between high crime areas and elements of
design-based theories. Using GIS, a kernel density analysis is conducted in eight of the
thirteen neighborhoods in the city of Boston. Pictures taken during field observations of
the hotspots are used to compare strong and weak examples of design-based crime
prevention theories. A CPTED matrix is also used to provide a weighted score to
Roxbury, a neighborhood that ranks high in both property and violent crime. Overall, the
kernel density results reveal that the hotspots in Roxbury tend to be higher in quantity but
less dense and smaller in size than other Boston neighborhoods. This study reveals that
for poorer neighborhoods the condition of land uses seems to be a more prevalent factor
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of the physical environment than the land-use mix that are exhibited in middle and upper
class sections of the city. Urban planners play a key role in bringing together and
maintaining land uses that will be less conducive to crime given a neighborhood’s or
greater geographic area’s history and current socioeconomic and crime context.
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CHAPTER 1
CRIME AND THE ROLE OF PLANNERS AND DESIGNERS IN CRIME
PREVENTION
Finding solutions for crime has been a struggle for law enforcement, policy
makers, and local government throughout the 20th century. Since the mid-1990’s a sharp
decrease in total violent and property crime occurred in the United States. According to
the National Crime Victimization Survey total violent crime offenses decreased from a
little over 4 million in 1993 to just below 2 million in 2003, and reached the lowest level
ever recorded in 2005 (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2006). Similarly, property crime has
also declined within the same period. Nonetheless, both violent and property crime
increased in 2006, before declining slightly in 2007.
However, there are areas throughout the country where crime rates have either
remained steady or increased during the same period as seen in cities with populations
less than 100,000 inhabitants. The trend of smaller urban areas increasing in crime is a
phenomenon that has been occurring since the 1980s in the United States, and in other
parts of the world during similar time periods (Ackerman and Murray, 2004). Frequent
spurts of particular crimes can also occur in certain times of the year, such as the
summertime and the holidays, representing a high percentage of the year’s total in a
given area (Schworm, Sunday, July 6, 2008). An increase of youth on the streets during
school breaks is also a major factor in the escalation of crime rates during the summer.
Although overall violent crime in the city of Boston, the field area of this study,
has decreased in recent years, residents of violent prone neighborhoods often report not
feeling any safer (Cramer, Saturday, March, 14, 2009; Sweet, Tuesday, January, 1, 2008).
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This perception of a lack of safety is supported by statistics as the homicide rate in the
city of Boston has increased in for black youths, which are often the victims and
victimizers of homicide (Cramer, Monday, December, 29, 2008). Spikes in crime rates
can also occur during economic downturns as many cities are currently seeing during the
national economic recession (Lefferts, Thursday, February, 5, 2009). Demographic
changes also impact crimes rates as some experts attribute a percentage of crimes rates to
an increasing share of youth in population in major cities (National Public Radio (NPR),
2006).

1.1.

Definition of Crime
Crime, simply defined, “as an act or a commission of an act that is forbidden or

the omission of a duty that is commanded by a public law and that makes the offender
liable to punishment by that law” (Merriam-Webster Online, 2009). Time and space
define what is considered crime in different locations (Lersch, 2004). What is acceptable
behavior in one state may not be acceptable in another. Rather than study crime,
sociologist study deviance from an accepted social norm. “Criminals violate laws, while
someone described as a deviant violates norm” (Lersch, 2004, p. 11). Because norms are
informal, they often can encourage or discourage the upholding of laws on crime. For
instance, in neighborhoods that have a strong sense of community there are more likely to
be norms that respect public laws. However, social norms that encourage crime become
dominant when neighborhoods breakdown. Oftentimes, elders of a community that has
become crime-ridden often describe a breakdown of the norms that used to dominate a
given community and establish order.
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In this paper, the discussion of crime will be restricted to the main violent and
property crimes that are statistically tracked by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).
Violent crimes are primarily homicide, rape, robberies, and assaults and major property
crime are typically burglary, larceny, and auto thefts. White-collar crimes, identity theft
and cyber related crimes, while important, will not be addressed directly in this paper
since they operate on a different time and spatial scale than crimes that are more closely
associated with the built environment. However, it is important to note that while the
most common violent and property crime receive the most attention, research suggest that
the public views “issues of corruption, corporate crime, environmental degradation,
violation of safety regulations, and industrial homicide” to be more detrimental than most
serious crimes (White and Sutton, 1995, p. 85). The media’s attention on common violent
and property crimes, particularly those that occur in inner city neighborhoods, helps to
encloses residents of these neighborhoods with the crime ridden boundaries of their
communities are well to do citizens seek safer areas and inner city people are further
stigmatized.

1.2

The Cost of Crime
Crime can degrade the fiber of communities; turning neighborhoods into

neglected pockets of poverty and misery. The distribution of crime also tends to be
unethical particularly for the most serious crimes, such as murder, which tend to occur in
socially-disadvantaged neighborhoods or neighborhoods with a high proportion of
minorities. Preventing crime is a key to saving lives, maintaining the peace, and harmony
of communities, and preserving economic resources and human effort. Such unplanned
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and unattended communities can ruin the efforts of planners seeking to develop
surrounding communities and regions into sustainable, economically prosperous areas of
controlled growth.
Studies have shown that crime is wasteful of government resources. Schneider
and Kitchen (2002) cite a study that was deemed the most comprehensive because it not
only included costs that are traditionally associated with crime such as police services,
prosecutions, property losses but also “child abuse, domestic violence, mental healthcare
costs, and estimated reduce quality-of-life cost for crime victims” (p. 20). According to
this estimate, the cost of crime to the American economy is around $450 billion a year.
However, such studies do not take into account the actual economic value of crime as it
creates employment for people in the criminal justice system, and the unaccounted
“profit” absorbed into the US economy directly or indirectly from activities on the “black
market” (ranging from 5 to 20 percent), implying that eliminating crime would contradict
the interest of some sectors and members of society (Weinberg, 2003). Although an
alternative crime prevention strategy exist to traditional punitive policies of deterrence,
such as crime prevention through design, the United States and other industrialized
nations have spent less than one percent of their criminal justice spending on crime
prevention and even less in developing nations (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002).
The activities of criminals that make up a part of the informal economy goes
unaccounted, while these may constitute “regular” employment in terms of hours, as in
the case with panhandlers (which is illegal in some places). Nonetheless, like the
informal economy, many criminals are forced out of legitimate activities as a result of
structural failures that are associated with economic hardship such as a lack of jobs,
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unemployment or legal impediments such as zero-tolerance policies and the CORI
system. These same impediments may also prevent criminal offenders from desisting
from criminal activities. Rates of crimes in the US during the past decades have peaked in
conjunction with shifts in the economy that have led to widespread unemployment and
economic downturns, as well as political instability, and civic unrest (Reid, 2003). No
matter what is the overall economic value to crime to the US economy, crime reflects, in
part, a breakdown in the formal economy and reflects structural inefficiencies. The cost
and pain felt by victims of violent crime is also a detrimental way to compensate for
social and economic structural weaknesses.

1.3.

The Role of Planners and Designers
Planners and community designers theoretically should play a central role in

crime prevention given the importance of “public safety” as a part of sustainability.
Sustainability entails planning for future generations and has environmental, economic
and ethical components (Wheeler and Beatley, 2009; Roseland, 2005) Crime has a
negative effect on all three components of sustainability. Criminal activity is a major
influence on the equity component as individuals, groups and institutions often toggle for
more power or for perceived inequities. Unhealthy and inequitable economic and
environmental conditions trigger in turn more degradation to natural and built
environments as well worse socioeconomic conditions.
Planners and designers have played little role in implementing modern principles
of crime prevention through design and creating or contributing to regulations and
ordinances that are geared at public safety--police officers have also played little role in
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informing design in relation to crime prevention an ironic situation given that they are
charged with maintaining public safety. As a result, planners have been restricted to
“controlling growth” and police officers to patrolling the streets, with little collaboration
between the two groups on an overlapping agenda (Lersch, 2004; Schneider and Kitchen,
2002).
Neighborhoods that are not designed, planned, and maintained by a
comprehensive crime prevention approach that incorporates the physical environment,
socioeconomic and structural conditions in addition to multilevel collaborations between
key stakeholders are likely to be more prone to crime. Furthermore, the distribution of
physical resources (i.e. land uses and amenities) and social resources (i.e. jobs, and access
to good schools) must be done in a more equitable manner. By designing equitable
neighborhoods, planners and designers can begin the crime prevention step at the local
community level and have an impact on policy (Lersch, 2004; Lockwood, 2007; Reid,
2003).
However, planners have been criticized for not participating in the debate over
poverty (Teitz, 2000) and need to become involved in eliminating inequalities associated
with racial divisions (Dobo, 2000; Cortes; 2000). The design of communities can also
lead to unequal access for some groups, causing impoverished neighborhoods to be more
prone to both violent and property crime. Urban deterioration and decline as
neighborhoods lose their social and economic fiber (Bell and O’Kane, 1977). Jane Jacobs
(1967) has emphasized the role of the community in maintaining surveillance, or as she
calls it “eyes on the streets”. For Jacobs, communities should be self-sufficient and selfregulated to help provide a neighborhood feel and community interaction. When
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communities deteriorate, people are not able to control or counteract crime in their
neighborhoods.
Crime prevention is an important goal for planners given that crime can
deteriorate the very efforts and goals that planners hope to achieve through their actions.
For instance, economic development is severely hindered by crime ridden environments.
Crime can create inequities in the way land growth and infrastructure is developed and
distributed, thereby, creating inequities planning should theoretically be seeking to
eliminate. Crime also disrupts synergies within and across local community boundaries
by reducing social networks and social capital that could be used to mitigate conflicts.
The inequities created by crime can also lead to environmental degradation and economic
deterioration. Finally, since planning generally deals directly with built and social
environments, which are also central components of modern crime theories, there is
considerable overlap. However, some modern crime prevention approaches may also
conflict with common practices of planning such as regulation building codes and zoning
bylaws, as will be demonstrated in the literature review.

1.4.

Goals of Thesis
The first goal of this master’s thesis is to show how the physical design, history

and socioeconomic characteristics of select Boston neighborhoods are strongly correlated
and/or facilitate crimes at the neighborhood block level. The second goal is to
recommend changes for planners and designers that may help deter crime and make
spaces more “defensible” or less prone to crime. Utilizing data from the Boston Police
Department (BPD) and Geographic Information Systems (GIS), I will identify “hotspots”
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for crime in four police districts with the highest volume of crime. Two of these districts
should have similar demographics and socioeconomic characteristics and serve as
research controls. Such comparisons will allow planners and designers to work
individually and collectively to take measures that will aid in the prevention of crimes.
The second chapter of this thesis is a review of the main schools of criminology,
and placed-based crime prevention theories. In addition, the literature review also covers
alternative crime fighting approaches, as well as socioeconomic and demographic factors
that are related to crime. The third chapter discusses the methodology used for hotspot
analysis and for my field investigations of the built environment. The fourth chapter
provides an overall assessment of the socioeconomic conditions of these neighborhoods.
The fifth chapter reports the results of the field study, while the sixth chapter provides a
discussion and conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW OF CRIME THEORIES AND RELATED TOPICS
This chapter reviews the evolution of theories on crime and other relevant
research to this study. Early perspectives on crime were harsh in their prescription of
punishment, and did not consider individual characteristics and the context of the crime.
Trait based theories of crime dominated the 18th century, as crime was linked to genetic
traits and the intelligence of the offender. The Chicago School first introduced the social
structure theories of crime such as Social Disorganization (Shaw and Mckay, 1942).
Theories such as Broken Windows (Wilson and Kelling, 1982) are part of a collection of
theories and perspectives looking at how community cohesion, organization, and
networks can mitigate crime through informal surveillance and control or how signs of
community deterioration (physical) make a neighborhood more vulnerable.
Modern crime-prevention theories are placed-based and are characterized by
studying how specific design principles can reduce crime by making it harder for
potential offenders to commit a criminal act, and/or by studying the geographical patterns
where crime incidents occur to attain a greater comprehension of various factors that
generate crimes, such as socioeconomic context. These theories are based on the
assumptions that offenders are rational and will calculate the risk and rewards from any
criminal activity. Additionally, these theories are characterized by more overlapping
between different perspectives than the theories than preceded them and thereby, tend to
be more comprehensive as well as practical.
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2.1

Classical Criminology
Cesare Beccaria (1738-1794), who is often considered the father of Classical

Criminology, did not consider crime a result of demonic possession but rather, that crime
was an issue of rationality. As opposed to the religious point of view, which proposed
that all people are inherently good but may come under attack from evil forces, Beccaria,
reflecting the social contract theories of his predecessors Hobbes and Rousseau, believed
that people are “hedonistic, self-serving, and interested only in the pursuit of their own
selfish pleasures without any regard for the feelings of other people” (as cited by Lersch,
2004, p. 69). To maintain order, a “social contract” is called for that would prevent
everyone from exercising their wants in an uncivilized manner. However, Beccaria also
argued that punishments should be “certain, swift and proportionate to the severity of the
crime” (Lersh, 2004, p. 70). However Baccaria’s model does not take into account the
characteristics of an offender making it difficult to implement under conventional
standards of fairness. For example, under Baccaria, a person who is mentally ill is treated
the same way as one who is not mentally ill (Lersch, 2004).
Nonetheless, it has also been argued that the penal system utilizes laws as a
civilized way to carry out hostile basic human instincts, and protect the social interest at
the expense of others. The creation of the public enemy, or the criminal other, therefore,
is designed to channel these hostile instincts while diverting attention from the harsh
nature of the penal system. When the criminal seeks revenge against society for such
harsh treatment, it is this very revenge the criminal seeks that in turn crushes him or her
(Mead, 1917).
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Criminals are placed in jails which have been criticized for having little
rehabilitative effect and for their inability of reinstalling a sense of morality which they
were designed for (Morris, 1995). A criminal may be effectively banned from returning
to society and a crime free life by being released back into high risk neighborhoods or not
receive proper assistance in improving their education or working skills (Golembeski and
Fullilove, 2008). By constantly finding deviants that must be brought to justice, the
legitimacy of the justice system is maintained. Being “tough on crime” has been a central
aspect of American politics throughout the 20th century, leading the US toward harsher
punishment, especially when compared to other nations. Europe, for example, has had a
softer stance on punishment throughout the 20th century, while boasting a lower prison
population (Whitman, 2003). The decrease of crime during the 1990s also occurred while
the prison population has increased, implying two important issues: a greater proportion
of crime is being unaccounted for given that crimes that occur behind prison walls are not
tracked by the FBI or the Department of Justice, and that crime will rise after prisoners
are released especially as criminals tend to be hardened by prison conditions. In other
words, a reduction in crime may not be due to a decrease for the demand for crime.

2.2

The Effectiveness of Punishment and the Rising Prison Population
Researchers often conclude that increased expenditures on punitive policies and

increasing the size of police forces are ineffective methods of reducing crime, and
provide more of a psychological benefit to society than actually increase public safety
(Dershem, 1990). There are rising complains that more prisons are being built than
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schools, and police officials complain that they are locking up more people that they can
count and do not see the prison system as the answer (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002).
However, increase in expenditures in crime-fighting efforts is seen as positive for
some communities. For example, in Lima, Ohio, the increase presence of police officers
on the streets and community policing has been credited for reducing the level of violent
crime (Ackerman and Murray, 2004). Other recognized that police are often outnumbered
and thereby, working on scarce resources (Lersch, 2004). Boston’s Mayor Thomas
Menino, blamed the city of Boston’s rise of crime during the current decade to budget
cuts that have reduced the amount of officers on the streets (NPR, 2005).

2.3

Positivist and the Neoclassical School
Positivists do not believe that swift punishment will act as a deterrent to future

criminal behavior and is a foundation upon which the US criminal system is built.
Positivists believe that people’s actions, to some extent, are caused by influences beyond
their control. Aguste Comte, a French philosopher, founded Positivism and its various
branches. Social Positivism is the version of the school most closely related to
criminology (Lersch, 2004; Giddens, 1974).
Extreme positivists do not believe in free will. Despite extensive research on the
“abstract nature of deterrence” and the extent of crime, the US has remained
uncomfortable with the implications of pure positivist criminology. These implications
include creating more jobs, a variety of social services, education to uproot or manipulate
the structural forces that motivate people to commit crimes. However, some argue, with
scholarly support, that the public bureaucracy is flawed and inefficient in delivering the
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promise of Positivism and that any such programs would be limited in affecting the
rational calculus of the potential offender (O’Shea, 2007).
In between the extremes of the classical school and Positivism, lies the
neoclassical school, which accepts that a person’s rationality may be affected by
circumstances in their life. Therefore, neoclassicist have abandoned the one size fits all
punishment of the classical school, while still holding choice as a powerful element in
their perspective on the will of the criminal (Lersch, 2004).

2.4

Genetics as the Basis for Criminal Activity
Theories of the 19th and early 20th century looked at crime as product of biology

and heredity. Some theorist, such as Cesare Lombroso (1835-1919) and Henry Goddard
(1866-1957), believed individuals were born mentally and genetically inferior. During
their time, there was growing prejudice and animosity toward European ethnics that were
immigrating to the United States in high numbers. Lombroso was an anthropologist and
is considered to be the father of modern criminology. When Lombroso conducted an
autopsy on a man with a skull that belongs to a thief from Southern, Italy he concluded
that the man’s development was primitive and this was the reason why he was a thief
Therefore, Lombroso felt that criminal behavior was inherited and that this characteristic
could be seen through physical defects (Lersch, 2004).
Goddard focused on the idea of mental inferiority. He felt that an IQ test could
assess the level of ‘feeblemindedness’ of the individual and that selective breeding could
eliminate such people from society. However, the questions on the IQ test were culturally
inappropriate for non-western Europeans to answer, resulting in failed scores that
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Goddard would attribute to being “feebleminded” and therefore, criminal (Lersch, 2004).
Although Goddard’s ideas may seem absurd today, his racial analysis is strikingly similar
to how immigrants from Latin America are “criminalized” on the basis of their ethnicity
or how other social “undesirables” are constantly linked to rising crimes even with little
evidence as in the case of the homeless, panhandlers and people living in group homes
(Cooper-Marcus and Francis, 1998; Francis 1987).

2.5

The Chicago School
The next era in criminology is referred to as the Chicago School, in which

members of the sociological program at the University of Chicago developed theories
that linked crime to sociological problems and not on the supposed genetic inferiority of
the offenders. For instance, Robert Ezra Park (1864-1944) viewed the city both in terms
of positivism and functionalism. As a functionalist the city is viewed as a social organism
in which the various districts within the city take are personified as breathing, living
organisms. From this perspective, Parks integrated the principles of ecology with an
analysis of crime in the city (Lersch, 2004). Functionalism also relates to how planners
view the city by different zones of land use mix, transportation patterns and degrees of
density.
Ernest Burgess viewed the city (Chicago) “as it appeared to expand and grow in a
series of concentric circles that moved outward from the central business district”
(Lersch, 2004, p. 37). Such zones differed in terms of living desirability and the least
desirable zones received the least investments from landlords because houses would be
expected to be converted for business uses. As a result only the poorest people resided in
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such areas (Lersch, 2004). Shaw and McKay’s work also linked crime to high population
turnover that led to neighborhood instability as new immigrants found better places to
live. Today, vacant and unmaintained property is still associated with crimes as seen in
the rise of crimes around vacant foreclosed homes. A lack of maintenance on the part of
landlords can contribute and/or be a result of “white-flight” and middle class citizens
leaving the cities for sprawling suburbs, which in turn lowers property values affecting a
city or town’s ability to deal with crime and maintain the quality of its amenities and
social programs (Hauser and Baker, Friday, October, 10, 2008).
Shaw and McKay were the most well-known of the Chicago School. They
emphasize the social and environmental influences on the behavior of humans (Shaw and
McKay, 1942). They created several maps using data from the Juvenile Court in Cook
County, Chicago. Shaw and McKay came to the conclusion that juvenile delinquency
was more a product of geography than biology, and examined how life was different in
the zones that they created through their maps. The different between the “outer” and
“inner” zones is that in the former there was a “collective conscience” that made social
order the norm, as opposed to the latter in which such collective conscience is generally
absent.
Amongst some of the critiques of Shaw and McKay’s work is that they only used
official records for their data, which is based on what is formally reported and recorded.
Therefore, alleged misconduct had to be “officially” identified by agents in the criminal
justice system. In criminology, “labeling theory” argues that less powerful people in
society, such as the poor and racial and ethnic minority groups, are more likely to be
apprehended by the police and subsequently convicted through the criminal justice
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system (Becker, 1970)” (as cited in Lersch, 2004, p. 47). Indeed, the consistent degree of
racial profiling in the criminal justice system since the work of Becker in 1970 (as cited
in Lersch, 2004) attest to the fact that the poor and racial minorities are arrested, and
convicted at a higher degree than whites (Lersch, 2004).
However, despite these criticisms, the contribution of Shaw and McKay’s work to
criminology cannot be understated. Sociological based analysis on crime and space has
led to a link between the social construction of space and “specific social divisions and
distribution of power in society” (White and Sutton, 1995, p. 83). Thereby, sociological
analysis is needed to develop the context in which incidents of crime occur and where
and how crime prevention is appropriate.

2.6

Social Disorganization, Collective Efficacy and Broken Windows
Among some of the social analysis of informal and formal crime controls are the

social structure theories and concepts of social disorganization, collective efficacy and
broken windows which are related to the work of Shaw and McKay. “According to
Sampson and Grooves (1989:777), social disorganization may be defined as the inability
of a community structure to realize the common values of its residents and maintain
effective social controls” (as cited in Lersch, 2004, p. 46). Aside from the critique of
labeling theory, mentioned earlier, social disorganization has been criticized for leading
to assertions about individuals based on aggregate analysis of data, which is also referred
to as ecological fallacy (Lersch, 2004).
According to the Broken Window’s theory, criminals believe their chances of
getting caught are lower if people are unattached to their surroundings and intimidated by
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prevailing conditions. The theory holds that the first signs of urban and social decay (i.e.
vacant buildings, trash filled streets, vandalism) can signal social disorder and
foreshadow rising crime rates. The theory also claims that “…the presence of the police
through increased visibility enhances informal social control, lessens fear, and deters
crime (Trojanowicz 1982; Wilson and Kelling 1982; Kelling 1985; Greene and Taylor
1988; Mastrofski 1988)” (as cited in Hoyt, 2005, p. 189). Placing a high amount of faith
on the effectiveness of the police in reducing crime and increasing the perception of
safety is questionable given physical evidence of ineffectiveness of the police regardless
of the reason (Lersch, 2004). Additionally, the police may assist in creating a police state,
and certain groups of people, like minorities, have historically not had a good relationship
with the police creating further problems with the generality of the theory. The Broken
Windows theory has been criticized for being linking perceived ‘undesirables’, such as
the homeless and panhandlers, to crime. However, evidence by other researchers shows
that the link between these “undesirables’ to crime is often nonexistent (Coopper-Marcus
and Francis, 1998).
Bursik and Grasmick advanced the view that neighborhood social dynamics that
lead to crime are tied to larger economic, political and social forces, while reforming
social disorganization as a systemic model of control. According to Bursik and Grasmik
(1993) there are three levels in which rational networks operate, which explain the
neighborhood capacity to self-regulate: private, parochial, and public.
Private networks are relations among intimate groups such as family and friends.
Parochial networks are broader interpersonal ties that are local in nature and
intersect with institutions such as stores, churches, schools, and voluntary
organizations. Public networks support a community’s capacity to secure services
and public goods from external agencies such as the police
(as cited in Pattavina et al., 2006, p.208).
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Crime-risk management is based on a “multilevel model of social networks” that operates
within and outside of neighborhoods providing residents access to resources to protect
itself from crime and related problems. Disinvestment and higher vulnerability to crime
are a result of a lack of these networks, which can be seen in many inner-city
neighborhoods. However, contrary to popular perception, the absence of informal
networks actually contributes to collaboration with the police and criminal justice
officials legitimizing formal crime prevention efforts while adding support to community
networks (Pattavina et al., 2006; Winship, 2002).
A study by Samposon and Raudenbush (1999) videotaped and systematically
rated more than 23,000 street segments to construct highly reliable scales of social and
physical behavior in 196 neighborhoods in Chicago, Illinois to analyzed the broken
windows theory. They found strong evidence that physical disorder is not a strong casual
factor causing serious crime. Instead, it appeared that a third casual factor (a lack of
social control and collective efficacy) was the driving force behind both crime and
disorder, and that the two simply happen to co-occur. In other words, merely by
decreasing the appearance of disorder would not lead to a decrease in crime.
Sampson et al. (1997) have argued that “collective efficacy” is a manifestation of
social control, characterized by a combination of shared values and a willingness to act.
According to their research, collective efficacy has can mediate structural conditions in
the neighborhood that are related to crime, even when controls for prior levels of violence
are utilized. However, given the complete breakdown of informal social controls and lack
of sources in some neighborhoods, the ability to manage risk may not be done separately
without the assistance and support of formal authorities, as seen in some community-
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policing collaboratives (Winship, 2002). Additionally, personal safety concerns in crimeridden neighborhoods may impede a willingness to act. Such values and willingness to
act may degrade after prolonged gentrification, disenfranchisement and poverty.
However, some studies have found that social cohesion is not a necessary factor
for participation in community-based crime prevention efforts in high crime-risk
neighborhoods (Pattavina et al., 2006). Rather, the need to compensate for the absence of
informal networks seems to be a major motivation in community-based policing efforts
(Winship, 2002).

2.7

The Modern Era: Placed-Based Crime Prevention Theories.
Modern crime prevention theories have gradually integrated previously separated

disciplines together, removing many of the weaknesses that were once associated with
each discipline separately. In general, the merging of these disciplines have also created
more comprehensive theories to study crime and are more responsive to current crime
trends. Furthermore, many of these theories have provided practical means by which
residents can be involved in crime prevention such as by making modifications to their
homes, neighborhood and their personal behavior. The theories also vary in their
geographic scope as theories can range from studying crime across blocks to larger scales
such as neighborhoods and cities.
Theories such as Defensible Space, Crime Prevention through Environmental
Design (CPTED), Situational Crime Prevention, Rational Choice Theory, Routine
Activity Report, Environmental Criminology and the “Safe Cities” make up the modernera of crime prevention theories. Despite their practicality and comprehensiveness, some
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of these theories have been accused of being environmental deterministic and
exclusionary, and for not including the public in the implementation process of crime
prevention approaches.

2.7.1

Defensible Space
Oscar Newman’s Defensible Space theory (1976) is “a term used to describe a

residential environment whose physical characteristics—building layout and site plan—
function to allow inhabitants themselves to become key agents in ensuring their security”
(Newman, 1976, p. 4). This theory works under the assumption that criminals are rational
by selecting location to commit crimes that create a low risk of being apprehended.
Deterring crime through design involves designing or modifying spaces to convey to
potential intruders a strong sense that they could be observed or identified or have
difficulty escaping. Newman primarily developed his theory from critical observations of
built structures, namely housing projects erected in the 60s and 70s and corresponding
behaviors associated with these structures. Defensible Space is based on four concepts
territoriality, surveillance, boundary definition and access control, and image and milieu.

2.7.1.1

Territoriality
Territoriality is the most fundamental principle behind the Defensible Space

theory. For Newman, developing a sense of territorially for residents of crime-ridden
neighborhoods through personal care and concern of their living spaces beyond the
interior of their homes would deter criminals and empower people to take back their
streets. Newman defines territoriality as the “capacity of the physical environment to
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create perceived zones of territorial influence” (1973, pg. 51); by designing and
subdividing lots residents feel a sense of ownership. The concept of territoriality has been
widely studied as a basic human need in the field of environmental psychology.
Ironically, the concept of human territoriality is “congruent with free market economics
and notions of civic virtue, in that it reaches the highest form of expression in civic
ownership” (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002, pg. 93). Thereby, a link is created between
biological urges and home ownership. While most of Newman’s work focused on tenants
in housing projects, Newman understood the need for them to feel ownership of their
community in the context of a society that values territoriality and home ownership so
much (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002). Nonetheless, while his work criticized the massive
high-rise projects of the 1970s, in part, for their prison-like housing structure, rating
multi-family homes as less defensible coincides with early 20th century thought that
blamed density and crowding with disease and crime with little basis in science or actual
data.

2.7.1.2.

Surveillance and Access Control
Another critical aspect of Defensible Space theory is surveillance and access

control. Although they have been universally accepted as key crime prevention design
principles, they are very controversial for their civil liberties and privacy as well as their
effectiveness in prevent or control crime (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002). Newman
emphasized designing areas without obstructions so that a clear path can be seen in a
given area. He also emphasized, having plenty of windows for the surveillance of those
who pass by and to watch children, that entrances should face the street, that staircases
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should be built with material that is more permeable and see through, and that elevator
lobbies be large and open to those on the street. Newman’s recommendations were in
response to violent and illicit activity that occurred inside the housing projects he visited
were a lack of visibility prevented residents for surveying their streets and internal
corridors (Newman, 1973).
The issue of surveillance has been questioned on many fronts. Making an area
more visible also makes it easier for perpetrators to see potential victims. Criminals, like
other people, tend to stay away from areas with reduced visibility. Thereby, the concept
of more lighting leading to the reduction of crime have actually been found to be of little
effect on crime and more on the perception of safety (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002).
Furthermore, the willingness and capacity for people to identify and report criminal
activity is a controversial assumption of Defensible Space theory, particularly in light of
studies that suggest that the public may not notice the crime being committed, may
misinterpret signals or may prefer not to become involved out of fear for their personal
safety (Gelfand et al., 1973; Rosenthal, 1964; Latane and Darley, 1970)” (as cited in
Schneider and Kitchen, 2002, pg. 95). Furthermore, other research suggest that high
levels of streets activity can cover certain types of crimes and facilitate other crimes as
offenders can easily blend into the crowd (Halpern, 1995; Schneider and Kitchen, 2002;
Loukaitou et al., 2002). Therefore, while it is desirable for someone to see a crime being
committed, this does not necessarily mean they will come forwards and do so.
The surveillance aspect of Defensible Space theory has been found to be difficult
to implement given cost, safety and privacy issues in modifying structures. However,
there exists some evidence that surveillance through closed-circuit television (CCTV)
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may be effective (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002). There are also cost issues as the
technology becomes more advanced. Although in the United States there has been less
welcoming than Europe when it comes to CCTV, there is evidence that the resistance is
decreasing. Although, Oscar Newman focused on natural surveillance (as opposed to
organized surveillance (i.e. security guards or neighborhood watch groups and
mechanical surveillance (i.e. CCTV), he did not oppose the use of CCTV. In fact, he even
implemented or recommended the use of CCTV in cases where direct surveillance was
impossible (Newman, 1973).
Mohan (2006) compared experiences of surveillance technologies in low-income
neighborhoods and in gated communities and found that despite the popular discourse
that electronic surveillance is supposed to ensure protection, both groups felt “subjected
to undesired individual scrutiny and policing of their behaviors” (p. 169). However,
Mohan notes some key differences such as that in poor neighborhood the emphasis
toward electronic surveillance is to enforce state laws, where as the emphasis in gated
communities is to enforce conformity in appearance and behavior.
Although technology may appear neutral, the distribution of surveillance
cameras, and how they are used are often far from neutral and can be exclusionary toward
people in urban areas. The use of surveillance cameras can complement architectural
fortification, and the enforcement of a police state. Researchers cited in Mohan (2006)
see the increase in surveillance cameras as part of a trend toward social control
mechanisms and a reduction in public spaces and public goods and services. Nonetheless,
the use surveillance cameras and other social control mechanism may be used without
bringing awareness to social problems or contributing to solve them.
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2.7.1.3

Access Control and the Creation of Boundaries
Newman also emphasized having boundaries definition through the demarcating

of the physical landscape into areas of private, semi-private and public space. Boundary
definition can be created through various techniques that are generally easy to produce
and cost effective. This concept, therefore, is tied close to territoriality as the demarcation
of private and semi-private spaces are necessary to create the sense of ownership that
Newman was seeking. By limiting or controlling the areas available for public space
Newman wanted the residents to define who would enter and who would not. Because
Newman found space in public projects he observed to be very ambiguous in terms of
whom it belongs to and who will defend it, made the concept of territoriality and access
control all the more important part of the Defensible Space theory.
Nonetheless, this aspect of the theory, and similar elements in other crime-design
theories, has been criticized for potentially designing people out and being socially
exclusive (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002; White and Sutton, 1995). Along with
demarcating boundaries, there are several changes that can be made to reduce crime such
as such as improvements made to signs and lights can decrease crime and increase the
perception of safety. Other changes include landscaping, paving, street furniture and the
demolition of derelict structures (Bell and O’Kane, 1977).
Gating communities as a means to achieve access control has also been a
phenomenon that has grown tremendously in the United States. Aside from the presumed
safety that these enclaves are supposed to provide, marketing has also has taken
advantage of perceptions of safety of gated communities. However, the continuous gating
of such communities raises many equity concerns. For instance,
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…Blakely and Snyder ask how we realize the social contract in the absence of
social contact. Marcuse makes a strong moral case against gated communities (he
believes that walls are always a ‘second best solution’) in as much as they create
classes of insiders and outsiders, with the latter more likely to be the least affluent
and most vulnerable members of society (as cited in Schneider and Kitchen, 2002,
p. 100).
Gated communities and the use of surveillance cameras present a constant threat to
weaken democracy and public institutions as well as intensify inequality and social
segregation (Mohan, 2006). However, it must be remembered that Newman did not
propose that gates should be used to protect communities from crime. However, in
certain instances, he recommended closing streets to all non-emergency vehicles. The
closed-off streets provided play areas for children and allowed residents to reclaim their
neighborhoods. Children playing in the streets are associated with low crime rates
(Burden, 2001). The reduction of traffic is important in certain situations as it minimizes
unwanted activity, while in others it can serve as eyes on the street. Although criticized
for his idea of closing off streets, Newman challenged his critics to present evidence
where the closing off streets had a negative impact on neighborhood relations, which they
were unable to do. Furthermore, Newman reported a reduction of crimes in modification
projects he has conducted (Newman, 1973; Newman 1996).

2.7.1.4

Image and Milieu
The importance of image is related to the message the project sends out about the

residents and the property. Newman recognized that one problem with the projects was
that they appeared much different than the residences of the surrounding neighborhoods
and thereby, resembled their isolated and stigmatized state. By creating projects that fit in
with the urban fabric, Newman believed that this would have a positive effect on
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residents. Since then, many developers designing mix-used projects have use this strategy
in an effort to integrate market rate renters or owners with those needing affordable units.
However, current housing developments inspired by Newman’s theory use a variety of
colors to differentiate themselves from the neighboring houses within the same
development. However, they are often so colorful that they are also differentiated from
their surroundings, although any awareness of these projects being government sponsored
would not produce a stigma as negative as that created by public housing projects.
Milieu relates to the position of the building in relations to surrounding land uses.
While projects located in commercial and industrial areas provided the numerous “eyes
on the streets” that Jane Jacobs advocated, the mix of land uses is an important
consideration in the prevention and analysis of crime. Newman advises “to evaluate the
nature of the commercial activity, the hours of operation, the intended user of the
businesses, and whether or not the users of the businesses identified with local residents
(Lersch, 2004, p. 256). Entertainment, recreational and commercial land uses may create
foot traffic but also generate for criminal activity and locations for teenagers to vandalize.

2.7.2

Physical Resources and Crime
O’Donnell and Lydgate (1980) conducted research on physical resources

associated with particular crimes. For instance, they concluded that the more permanent
residences exist in a neighborhood the more likely that vandalism is likely to occur,
although Shaw and Mckay (1969) suggest that less population turnover is associated with
less overall crime. Burglary is strongly associated with permanent and transient
residences, alcohol consumption and entertainment. Forgery, on the other hand, is
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associated with areas where it is possible to obtain goods and services such as retail
stores and bars, but also a variety of services such as medical and financial services.
Fraud, larceny and robbery correlate with goods and services associated with the tourist
sector such as dining places, retail, alcohol consumption, entertainment and transient
residences. Violent crime is strongly associated with the same factors for property crimes
associated with tourism, but with the additional factor of sex-related activities such as
strip-clubs.
Ackerman and Murray (2004) also cite evidence linking “the level of
urbanization, economic deprivation and affluent lifestyle” to “more than half of the
victimization rates in 49 countries” throughout the world. Although not in reference to
physical resources, their research finds that robbery with a weapon, sexual assault and
assault are linked to economic deprivation, gun ownership, lower education and affluent
lifestyle. A study of green line stations in Los Angeles found that stations near a higher
amount of liquor stores had higher rates of crime (Loukaitou, 2002). Therefore, not only
is it important to incorporate the type of physical resources available near a crime
incident, but also important for planners to think about how to combine physical
resources in a manner that may potentially reduce the threat of crime through zoning
ordinances.
Lockwood’s study (2007) on crime in Savannah Georgia, a city diverse in terms
of demographic characteristics and land uses shows that homicide, aggravated assault and
simple assault have strong correlations with social disadvantage. These crimes occur in
poor neighborhoods primarily because there is no other means to resolve conflict and
disputes aside from violence given the tendency of economic deprivation to breakdown
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social networks. The study also found a strong correlation between mixed land uses and
homicide, aggravated assault and simple assault. Robbery had less of a link to race than
other violent crimes and interestingly, robberies were high in areas with a higher number
of parks as this provides a space for people to be robbed. Recreational land use does not
have a strong correlation with homicides, aggravated assault and simple assault perhaps
because there are fewer recreational spaces in poorer neighborhoods. The study also
concluded that the hypothesis that the greater the amount of institutions in a given
neighborhood the greater the collective efficacy was false (Lockwood, 2007).
Giordano and Robinson (2007) also note the link between the high amount of
colleges and universities in the greater Boston metropolitan area and crime. With 64
colleges and universities within metro Boston and 36 of these within city limits, the high
student population does not necessarily increase the number of offenders but more so the
number of potential victims. Their research suggests that seasonal influences exist on
crime rates depending on the level of spatial aggregation examined.
Because college students are naturally a transient population, this population often
has a weakly defined cognitive map of the built environment surrounding them.
Furthermore, the partying, alcohol, and drug subculture of many college campuses makes
college students more vulnerable targets for crime.

2.7.2.1

Natural Resources and Crime
The has been an abundance of research on the effects on vegetation, green space,

and natural setting for its calming effects on the mind and has been linked to reducing
domestic violence (Kuo and Sullivan, 1996), reducing violence in general (Kuo and
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Sullivan, 2001), helping hospital patients heal faster (Devlin and Arneill, 2003), relieving
stress and easing frustration (Cackowski and Nasar, 2003), and helping children with
Attention Deficit Disorder cope with their symptoms (Taylor, Kuo, and Sullivan, 2001).
Research also suggests that trees provide areas for neighbors to interact and for social
networks to develop, which may lead to broader positive social outcomes (Kweon,
Sullivan and Wiley, 1998). Vegetation or the maintenance of plants also helps in
reducing stress. Such increase contentment mitigates the aggression and foul moods that
trigger many crimes. Well maintained landscape also sends a signal to potential offenders
that the neighborhood is cared for and therefore watched. However, it is important to not
allow the planting of trees and overgrown vegetation to created hiding places for
potential offenders.

2.7.3

Crime Prevention through Environmental Design
CPTED was a concept created by C. Ray Jeffrey’s out of disgust for the

ineffectiveness of the criminal justice system in preventing crime. Jeffrey’s was highly
critical of the School of Chicago for disregarding or neglecting the impact of the physical
environment on crime, while focusing attention on the social environment and
individuals. CPTED is nearly identical to Defensible Space theory in that it takes into
account surveillance, boundary definition, and access control but covers a wider area of
land uses aside from the public housing which Newman mostly focused on. CPTED also
gives less attention to territoriality because of the difficulty in operationalizing it,
particularly in areas more widely used by the public.
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Because the evidence supporting the impacts of CPTED has been historically
weak, particularly during its earlier stages, researchers adopted a ‘wait and see attitude’
to CPTED Projects (CPTED, 1990). CPTED program has also criticized for using a one
size fits all approach, for being difficult to apply in urban situations, for being
“unresponsive to concerns about the fear of crime and too dependent on “outside” experts
and consultants. Moreover, these initiatives overlooked the need for community residents
to ‘own’ crime solutions which caused resentment and programme failures” (Schneider
and Kitchen, 2002, p. 103).

2.7.3.1

CPTED Case Study: Portland, Oregon
One of the early examples of CPTED that the authorities deemed successful

occurred in the early 70s when the U.S. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
(same organization that funded initial research projects in Defensible Space theory)
sponsored a demonstration program in Portland, Oregon. The project was intended to
serve as prototype for similar projects across the nation. The purpose of the program was
to review old and new ways to use “environment design to reduce crime and fear in
commercial districts, residential neighborhoods, and schools” (Bell and O’Kane, 1997, p.
10). The aim was to test prevention strategies in crime prone neighborhoods and develop
guidelines for architects, planners and developers. In addition, the program also made
crime prevention information public.
Under this program, the term design referred to techniques that involve social and
physical planning and programs that incentivized and disincentivized crime. Incentives
included programs to mobilize “local crime prevention through people and money and
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disincentive programs intended to make crime unprofitable for offenders by increasing
the risk of apprehension and reducing potential payoffs” (Bell and O’Kane, 1977, p. 10),
As a result of the program, the reported burglaries decreased by 36 percent from 1975-76,
while decreasing only 4 percent in the state during the same period (Bell and O’Kane,
1997).
Additionally,
CPTED included strategies intended to enhance the neighborhood social and
economic vitality, to increase surveillance through physical planning and social
programs, and to encourage residents to undertake appropriate precautions to
secure their premises improved public transportation can reduce the risk of street
crime as well. Further, if people carry only small amounts of cash on the streets,
less will be stolen. And in general crime can be curbed if residents and police
cooperate more fully (Bell and O’Kane, 1977).
The program was implemented on Union Avenue in Portland, Oregon. This site was
chosen for several reasons including a documented crime problem and the efforts of a
committed mayor and planning department that wanted to redevelop and revitalize the
area. The once thriving commercial area had deteriorated in the 1960s becoming a home
to vacant lots, stores with boarded-over windows and illicit entertainment. In turn, the
increase in crime was identified as the single most important reason affecting business
operations and further neighborhood investment (Bell and O’Kane, 1977, p. 11).

2.7.4

General Criticisms of Defensible Space and CPTED
Both Defensible Space and CPTED have been criticized for focusing too much on

design and taking the greater social and economic interest that shape urban environments
for granted. For some, the evidence that the impact of design can have on crime has been
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inconclusive at best, as some research suggest that it has been widely exaggerated
(Schneider and Kitchen, 2002; White and Sutton, 1995).
In one study (Brunson, Kuo, and Sullivan, 2001), researchers testing aspects of
Defensible Space theory concluded that public housing residents who defended near
home space through territorial appropriation experienced the neighborhood as a safer,
more cohesive community. However, the residents who simply spent more time outside
did not feel safer or more cohesive because they could witness or hear about incivilities.
Therefore, social interaction alone may not be enough to create a perception of safety or
develop a more cohesive community as some planning and crime prevention literature
suggest. Furthermore, older more established residents were more likely to appropriate
the space around their homes perhaps because of higher attachment to their communities
or perhaps reflecting a trend in the larger urban American landscape in which, for youth,
communities are being formed around interests instead of places. The researchers stress
the importance to incorporate community residents into the design process and develop
strategies that will combat influences coming from the outside (Brunson et al., 2001).
Among other problems with Defensible Space and CPTED has been the lack of
research methods to accurately isolate the impact of specific design modifications on
crime rates. Researchers have also questioned Newman’s earlier work on methodological
grounds citing problems with how he arrived at the conclusion that the buildings in
housing projects that were over 6 stories high in combination with more than 1000 units
generated the worst amount of criminal activity (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002). Although
some of the numbers were incorrect, there is a strong correlation between high rises and
crime, of which the most famous example is the Pruitt-Igoe projects completed in mid-
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1950s in St. Louis, Missouri and demolished 20 years later because of the high crime and
poor social conditions that plagued the development. Conversely, not all high rise, high
density neighborhoods result in high crime rates as seen in the upper west side of
Manhattan. Likewise, not all the neighborhoods termed ghettos or high crime areas in the
world consist of high-rise towers, such as the favelas of Brazil. Both of these examples
show that social disadvantage is more important than the design in facilitating crime,
particularly of violence. Newman’s theory has been found to be less successful for
commercial areas, and impractical for open space that disallow for the appropriation that
Defensible Space theory demands (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002; Lersch, 2004).
The design of the built environment, however, can reflect the poverty of poor
neighborhoods as well as facilitate crime as Defensible Space theory demonstrates.
Context is also important in design, since high-rise luxury apartments maybe vulnerable
to less crime than buildings of similar height in a crime prone neighborhood, and more
people-friendly than the institutional feel of Pruitt-Igoe. Nonetheless, high-rise luxury
apartments may serve as a barricade, particularly when such apartments are located
within or in the proximity of crime-ridden environments. Newman also acknowledged the
importance of social disadvantage in his own work while identifying certain
socioeconomic statistics that correlate more strongly with criminal activity or proneness
to being victimized (i.e. single-family mothers; Newman 1973; Newman 1996).
Newman has noted that much of the research on his theory was incomplete or
poorly done and only implemented isolated principles that have led to erroneous
conclusions (Newman, 1996). A lack of “understanding the underlying social processes
at work in buildings or communities where Defensible Space theory is applied [Murray,
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1981]” (Lersch, 2004, p. 157) Newman acknowledged that Defensible Space does not
work in communities where the social fiber is completely gone for these communities
require greater intervention but rather benefits communities that have some social fiber
left (Newman, 1996). Research has also confirmed that when a community is too
fragmented, design modifications can do little to help (Lersch, 2004). Nonetheless,
design modifications must be done while taking into consideration the greater
sociopolitical context, and respond to needed changes from the structural level. Because
crime is primarily a response to changes in wider political and economic structures, crime
prevention would be incomplete without locating itself within this context (White and
Suton, 1995).
Design-based crime prevention approaches can complement or contradict efforts
by planners and designers. For instance, pedestrian-friendly and human scale designs
such as bringing buildings closer to the streets, pedestrian level lighting, more visible
sightlines, (in some cases) the reduction of traffic, creating a variety of housing options,
can compliment CPTED principles very nicely (Bryan and McIlroy, 1996). Other
researchers have commented on difficulties with getting developers to understand or see
the importance of such principles (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002; Newman 1973;
Newman 1996). Newman also cited problems with local ordinances, such as the building
codes and firefighter codes often create an unsafe environment. For instance, the cul-desac, long considered a nightmare for firefighters to navigate their trucks, facilitates a
crime free environment by reducing cars, positioning homes to more closely watch the
street (surveillance) and creating a safer environment for children to play in. As in other
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issues in community planning, various interest and perspectives often clash in deciding
how safe an environment will be, and how will the safety be maintained.

2.7.4.1

Designing People Out
White and Sutton note that globalization of cities has had enormous impact on

how people interact based on the new globalized capitalist forms of consumption and
production and “radical restructuring of basic social relations accompanying economic
transformation” (1995, p. 83). These economic transformations has led to a reshaping of
the city to express new forms of enclosure that reflect a greater differences in social
classes evidenced in the way that the infrastructure of cities has been proportioned, and
remodeled by those with the power and resources to influence decisions. This has
negative implications for the marginizalied in society as they continue to have little say in
decisions about housing, community, transportation, pollution, schools and other general
amenities. Thereby, a back and forth between inclusion and exclusion dominate processes
in urban environments (White and Sutton, 1995).
Place-based crime prevention techniques can become dangerous when they do not
consider equity issues that will result from modifying design. A major criticism of
placed-based theories is that they often “design people out” because the people that they
most directly affect (i.e. residents) do not play an important role in influencing design and
defining what is safe. Privatization of public space and the continued trend toward stricter
security measures in private places tends to have a negative impact on socially
disadvantaged groups who do not have the political and economic clout to affect decision
making or how technology is used. Therefore, as White and Sutton comment, a mall may
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implement design modifications that will take into account the interest of owners such as
preventing larceny, arson or shoplifting, but not protecting employees from auto theft.
Thereby, authorities can be selective in deciding what crimes to focus to promote
behavior they deem as right within a given space. Placed-based prevention approaches,
while appearing neutral, may be also used to clean “undesirables” from public spaces
such as the poor, minorities, and the elderly (White and Sutton, 1995). In many cases,
media coverage and public doctrine create an unconscious link between socially
disadvantage groups and crimes that are layered beneath the formal purpose of designing
out crime.

2.7.4.2

Displacement
The issue of displacement is a major obstacle to modern crime prevention

theories, particularly place-based crime prevention theories. Displacement means that
criminals simply take their activities elsewhere in response to crime prevention efforts or
that criminals will commit other crimes that have not similarly been targeted by crime
prevention techniques. However, this presumes that offenders are single-minded in their
thinking and that they are not very rational (not able to calculate risks versus rewards) or
that they are irrational (will take an action that provides more liabilities than rewards) and
be driven to act when the activity is displaced. Schneider and Kitchen raise an important
question of whether or not it is ethical to move crime around, especially when the
displaced crime is likely to not end up in already distressed neighborhoods. Therefore,
crime resistance efforts are sometimes met with local resistance when residents are
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concerned that they may be affected from crime displacement either personally or
through an impact on their property values (Newman, 1973).
However, such fears are often widely exaggerated since many projects inspired by
Defensible or CPTED theories lead to displacement. A study (Hoyt, 2005) showed no
spillover effects for a Business Improvement District (BID) that used such crime
prevention strategies. A BID is an internationally use planning tool for urban
revitalization. Cities such as Philadelphia have used BID organizations to hire people to
clean the streets, provide direction for on foot traffic or serve as a surveillance team that
could create a strong relationship with the police. Police foot patrols have been linked to
positive crime deterrent effects and a positive relationship with the community. Secondly,
“BIDs often coordinate private (BID security) and public (police) street patrols,
streamlining security- related communications, improving response time, and saturating
the streets with capable guardians” (Hoyt, 2005, p. 191). The effort of BID organizations
has allowed the police to focus more attention on the safety of visitors rather than just the
interest of merchants. These efforts can also help to prevent crimes like theft and pickpocketing from occurring (Hoyt, 2005).
Therefore, instead of issuing crime for activities conducted by the “undesirables”
such as panhandling or graffiti, BID security and police may condone such activities
when they are done at BID sponsored events. Finally, BID security had less impact on
forcible entry crimes, while the reason for this is unclear; it appears that the rate of
forcible entry crimes remained unchanged because these crimes mostly happen indoors
and away from the street (Hoyt, 2005). However, using BIDs in conjunction with national
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and regional policies that aim at eliminating poverty will expand the success of
surveillance programs and neighborhood watch groups (Pattavina et al., 2006).

2.7.5

Community Policing
Community policing has been in existence since the 1970s and 1980s in urban

and rural communities. Community policing is “based on the concept that police officers
and private citizens working together in creative ways can help solve contemporary crime
problems related to crime, fear of crime, and social physical disorder and neighborhood
decay… (Trojanowiez and Bocqueroux 1990)” (as cited in Lersch, 2004, p. 138). Much
of the reason why community-policing was developed was to establish better relations
with minority populations in the wake of riots resulting from racial and ethnic conflicts.
Community-policing not only entails good community relations, but allows the police to
become more involved and knowledgeable about the community, which legitimizes
police activities and may serve to relive tension between minority communities and the
police (Winship, 2002). Community policing has also been found to improve the
perception of the police and thereby, increase crime prevention behavior on the part of
citizens (Pattavina et al., 2006).
However, empirical evidence on community policing has been mixed. Some have
claimed that community policing serves only to enhance community relations (Dershem,
1990). Nonetheless, community-policing had some great results as in the city of Boston,
which became the nationwide model to the reduction of gang activity that plagued many
cities throughout the 1980s (Winship, 2002). Community-policing also tends to be higher
in communities with higher crime rates. In addition, the type of motivations are also
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different, as social cohesion is a not a big determinant of participation in crime
prevention in high risk neighborhoods as opposed to low risk neighborhoods.
Community-policing efforts provide residents with avenues for residents to manage crime
risks in high-crime areas (Pattavina et al., 2006).

2.7.5.1

Recidivism and Community Risk
The type of community that an offender is released into is an important aspect of

preventing crime, since it will affect the likelihood that the former offender will once
again conduct criminal activity. Pattavina et al. (2006), note that while much research has
been done on how former offenders affect communities little research has been conducted
on how communities affect offenders. Surprisingly, the relationship is not simple, as
high-risk offenders revert to criminal behavior more often when released to bad
neighborhoods, while low-risk offenders tend to perform better in higher risk
neighborhoods and worse in lower-risk neighborhoods. The reason behind these findings
is the kinds of surveillance and control models that exist in “good” and “bad”
neighborhoods, where the bad neighborhoods may have more in terms of formal
surveillance by the police and activities targeted at criminals, while the good
neighborhoods may be have more informal surveillance. High-risk offenders do “better”
in good neighborhoods because they feel more comfortable with the informal
surveillance, while low-risk offenders seems to take advantage of the lack of police
surveillance in good neighborhoods.
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2.7.6

Situational Crime Prevention
Situational Crime Prevention is a theory that goes beyond the limits of physical

environment and incorporates issues of management and use of space, which were once
not a part of CPTED or Defensible Space theory. This theory is fundamentally tactical
given that it is place and crime specific, making general conclusions rather difficult to
develop; however, in theory, this prevents creating one-size fits all solutions that plagued
the early stages of CPTED.
Situational Crime Prevention is based on reducing the opportunity for potential
offenders and raising the risk that they will be caught. Among some of the techniques are
target hardening (such as installing steering locks on cars), formal surveillance (red-light
cameras, burglar alarms and security guards), identifying property (property marking,
vehicle licensing, cattle branding). However, target hardening has been criticized for
weakening parts of homes or buildings. For example, dead bolt locks improperly installed
may weaken the overall strength of doors making it easier for intruders to break in.
Additionally, thieves often develop better techniques against anti-theft devices such as
steering wheel locks (Bryan and Mclroy, 1996). Target hardening has also been criticized
for adding to “fortress America” and to a sense of physical incivility (Schneider and
Kitchen, 2002). A major advantage of the theory is that it avoids focusing on other crimes
that escape the same level of scrutiny such as classical white collar crimes, assortment of
tax, traffic and minor theft incidents (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002).
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2.7.7

Rationale Theories for Committing Offenses: Rational Choice,
Routine Activity and Environmental Criminology (Crime Pattern
Theory)
Rational Choice theory complements Situational Crime Prevention and also

incorporates the physical environment as a restraining factor in the rationality of the
criminal. This theory views criminal acts as a result of a decision making process that
calculates the cost (including effort expended and funds for an operation) and the benefit
that could be gained against the potential risks. Increasing the energy involved could be
done by target hardening, diminishing rewards and modifying behavior such as having
people keep less cash on their persons or in their homes (although this may not prevent
someone from committing robbery or breaking and entering, it may deter offenders from
future acts) (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002).
Routine Activity Theory is also compatible with place-based theory as well as a
geographic and quantitative analysis is of crime patterns and trends. This theory suggest
that as in all citizens, criminals undertake day to day activities that allows them to
become aware of potential targets and risks to avoid. “Targets are often associated with
offender’s idiosyncrasies; so that pedophiles would likely select schools or playgrounds
encountered in the course of routine travel and drug addicted burglars would likely prefer
targets adjacent to drug markets (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002 p.107). This theory is very
tactical and thereby useful for law enforcement agencies. The theory allows crime
offenders to predict search patterns of offenders in certain circumstances based upon
adjacent land uses and the socioeconomic characteristics of each neighborhood.
Environmental Criminology focuses less on design and more on the geographic
elements of crime, including paths and patterns. These paths and patterns form “action”
and “awareness” spaces of offenders which, in turn, contain the “search areas” in which
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victims and targets are identified. These action spaces consist of legitimate and
illegitimate activities a potential criminal conducts while carrying out their daily lives.
Based on these movements a criminal develops a cognitive map or mental image of a
particular environment. As one moves along these paths one can find edges, which are
defined “according to the Bratinghams (1998:33), an edge in a ‘sharp visual break
between different types of land use, between different socioeconomic and demographic
residential and commercial areas” (as cited in Lersch, 2004, p. 88). Edges can be very
sticking and can often be seen in abrupt transitions between rich and poor neighborhoods.
Eliminating edges therefore has important implications for planners (Lersch, 2004;
Schneider and Kitchen, 2002).
Although not discounting the sociological predominance associated with the School
of Chicago, this theory places more attention on where a crime takes place instead of who
commits it. The distinguishing factor is that crimes could be committed within less than
as mile of each other and fall within different sociological zones but have a connection
geographically. Uncovering a criminal’s cognitive map is important as targets are likely
to be closer to the homes for most crimes because this allows a criminal to develop a
cognitive map of the area. As criminals are less likely to attack areas they are unfamiliar.
Property crimes also tend to be spread out than violent crime, and can be less tied to
socioeconomic disadvantage than violent crimes (Schneider and Kitchen, 2002;
Lockwood, 2007). Nonetheless, the geographic structure of “land use patterns,
transportation systems, and street networks,” will affect the occurrence of crime in a city
and town (Lersch, 2004, p. 94). This can occur by allowing criminal offenders easy
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access between poor and rich areas, or areas with potential victims for a particular crime
or through the isolation of potential victims as in the case with inner-city neighborhoods.

2.8.

Summary of Literature Review
The literature review reveals that crime-related planning literature is very limited

and that examples of planners becoming involved in the crime prevention process are
virtually nonexistent. Empirical evidence of how structuring or modifying land uses to
prevent or respond to increases in crime has remained unexplored, leaving planners with
little guidance in how to apply theoretical concepts of crime prevention related to land
use. Furthermore, specifying at what degree land uses correlate with an increase volume
of overall crime or specific types of crimes remains to be determined. These gaps in the
literature, in part, are a result of the proportion of resources spent on crime prevention is
extremely low especially when compared at the money spent on prosecuting criminals.
Defining, measuring, and preventing crime remains difficult despite over a
century of research in the area. The impact of place-based crime prevention is also
difficult to measure leading, in part, to a lack of supporting evidence for concepts such
Defensible Space and CPTED. Place-based crime prevention approaches also raise
important ethical and civil liberty concerns arising from the decision making and
implementation process. Although neighborhood design is important, the literature
suggests that socioeconomic conditions are the greatest factor in influencing crime.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
This study will analyze the built environment of select crime hotspots in the city
of Boston from a place-based crime prevention perspective in order to draw correlations
between high crime areas and elements of place-based theories. The expectation is that
the greater evidence design-based crime prevention techniques, intentional or not, in such
neighborhoods would be related to both weaker (less dense hotspots) and better
socioeconomic conditions. Therefore, the socioeconomic and land use context of each
hotspot will be also being studied to account for the differences between the hotspots.
The first goal of this thesis is to analyze and compare selected neighborhoods
throughout the city of Boston to analyze correlations between socioeconomic conditions
and crime levels. Each sub-group should have a similar demographic and socioeconomic
composition, as well as contain similar residential/commercial structures in similar
conditions. The first candidate is Group 1: Back Bay/Fenway-Kenmore/South End and
Allston/Brighton and Group 2: Roxbury/Mission Hill and Mattapan/North Dorchester.
Together, these represent 8 out of the 13 neighborhoods that make up the city of Boston.
The following map displays the police districts these neighborhoods fall in.
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A-1 Downtown/Beacon Hill/Chinatown/Charlestown
A-7 East Boston

Figure 3.1:

B-2 Roxbury/Mission Hill

Boston Police District Map

B-4 Mattapan/North Dorchester
C-6 South Boston
C-11 Dorchester
D-4 Back Bay/South End/Fenway-Kenmore
D-14 Allston/Brighton
E-5 West Roxbury/Roslindale
E-13 Jamaica Plain
E-18 Hyde Park

Source: Boston Police Department

It should be noted that these neighborhoods consist of a high volume (relative to
other Boston neighborhoods) of both property and/or violent crime. Furthermore, the
selected police districts consist of an overall different demographic and socioeconomic
context allowing for some variation in the study. The neighborhoods within each district
also have spatial proximity, which can be useful in illustrating how crime volumes
across neighborhoods adjacent to each other and help to illustrate how the physical
design and distribution of resources facilitate this change.
The second goal of this thesis is to analyze the socioeconomics aspects of each
sub-group (neighborhood) and to show how they compare to other neighborhoods in
Boston. In addition, the common and uncommon characteristics of each neighborhood
with the subgroup will be studied.
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I use thematic maps of statistics to attain a socioeconomic profile of the various
neighborhoods. The main source of these statistics is US Census Data. Unfortunately,
since the Census is published once every decade, and this thesis is being one year ahead
of the next publication, the data will not be as timely as I would prefer. Nonetheless, the
socioeconomic patterns of the neighborhoods in relation to each other are not expected to
change. Up-to-date data will also be used to compliment the Census, in addition to other
reports reflecting social conditions in the city of Boston. In addition to the socioeconomic
profile, the 20th century history of Boston will be explored as it relates to crime. The
literature review will then be used to explain how the crime data may be related to the
socioeconomic context of the neighborhood
This thesis will also use crime statistics for the city of Boston to analyze crime
trends. The year 2007 was selected because it was the latest year with the most complete
data at the time of writing. Although homicides in the year 2007 were higher than 1999,
the lowest in the history of the city, overall crime has decreased since 1999 as will be
demonstrated in the next section. The Boston Police Department has provided addresses
where crime incidents occurred in 2007 in the aforementioned districts. These locations
will be plotted on a map to show “hotspots” of crime.
The third goal of this thesis is to show how the socioeconomic context affects the
kinds of crimes committed. The design and planning of neighborhoods is affected by who
plans them and who they are planned for, as well as the amount of community resources.
The type of residents that inhabit a community will use space different than others in a
similar setting. Therefore, it is important to note this difference in reference to crime. The
assumption based on the literature review and other readings is that the built environment
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may either prevent or facilitate crime in neighborhoods. Non-ideal socioeconomic
conditions that are not conducive to human growth can push people to hurt others. Both
property and violent crime may be a result of individuals feeling unsatisfied with their
lives and the world around them and/or as an expression of rebellion or protest. Thereby,
the literature review will be used to interpret the findings from the neighborhood analysis
in relation to crime.
The fourth goal of this thesis is to show the physical design of crime hotspots to
analyze what design modifications can be made to prevent crime from occurring.
Photography will be used to show what these “hotspots” look like in person. However,
the aim of the research is to not merely recommend design modifications without
acknowledging the socioeconomic context in which these designs would be implemented.
Therefore, based on the socioeconomic study of these neighborhoods, and the literature
review, I will complete the fifth goal of the thesis which is to recommend changes to the
socioeconomic environment that will likely positively affect crime rates.
Mapping tools can be used to not only understand and analyze the patterns of
crime but also to test crime theories. In this paper, “hotspots” will be created using
mapping software to track the locations of crime. These, locations will also be compared
with the land use and zoning maps to see how crime correlates with the physical
resources of the city of Boston and further strengthen the analysis of each neighborhood
in the subgroup.
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3.1.

The Mapping Process
A map was created using data collected from the BPD on crime incidents in 2007

for the districts of B2, B4, D4, and D14 for 2007. The data was rearranged to fit a more
map friendly format and then geocoded using the Census tiger road layer available
through MassGIS. Because the data was geocoded using the zip code attribute of the
Census layer, some crime incidents may fall outside of formal neighborhood boundaries.
Additionally, some of the addresses obtained from the BPD were incomplete and
therefore were not able to be mapped.
The total amount of records for all four districts was 37,067 which included not
only property and violent crime, but also including traffic offenses and drug violations.
Given that the focus of this thesis is on crime prevention through physical design,
particularly for residential environments, the crimes of breaking and entering and street
related robbery were selected for the hotspot analysis, resulting in 2,855 records. Using a
60% geocoding match accuracy rating, 90% of the crime incidents were plotted (2,570).
The plotted points were then spatially smoothed using a kernel density analysis. A
kernel density analysis “calculates a magnitude per unit area from point or polyline
features using a kernel function to fit a smoothly tapered surface to each point or
polyline” (ESRI, 2008). In other words, kernel analysis is the density of proximate crime
incidents as continuous smooth surface. The kernel analysis for the crime data was
classified into five categories of which the brightest colors represented the highest
magnitude of proximity.
Once the hotspots were created, I studied the socioeconomic conditions using of
the neighborhoods using data obtained from MassGIS. Additionally, zoning and land use
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around the hotspots were also studied. The data from GIS also contains pertinent layers
that allow for further comprehensive review over the infrastructure and resources
available within these neighborhoods. Additional layers were obtained from the
Metropolitan Area Planning Council’s DataCommon mapping tool, which can easily
display a variety of data pertaining to the greater Boston area, and has one of the few
available map layers containing Boston neighborhoods and a Boston Zip codes.
Additional maps were developed using Policymap, another internet mapping tools that
produces maps based on more than 4,000 indicators including current data on property
vacancies, foreclosure risk scores, and data based on government programs such as
enterprise zones.

3.2.

Field Study
Once the hotspots were developed and examined using relevant data and

indicators, the next step was to visit these hotspots to conduct a field study. The field
study entailed taking pictures of the physical environment of these neighborhoods. Over
1,000 pictures were taken of 11 of 12 hotspots. Because of inclement weather, I was
unable to obtain pictures of one of the hotspots in Allston-Brighton. Additionally, areas
in between hotspots were also pictured if the hotspots were very close to each other (5
minute driving distance). The pictures were then categorized as they related to Defensible
Space and CPTED principles, such as the demarcation of space (territoriality), evidence
of trash and vandalism, and surveillance. From the categorization of pictures, a matrix
was used to gauge the advantages and disadvantages of the hotspots of the neighborhoods
that were visited. The hotspots in the neighborhood of Roxbury were further analyzed
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using a point system that rated the defensibility of the Roxbury hotspots relative to each
other using 45 questions on the design and conditions of the neighborhoods.

3.3.

Limitations of the Study
It should be noted that since a neighborhood is a subjective concept there is no

exact agreement with the boundaries of these neighborhoods. As in all studies that are
based on reported data, there always issues with crimes that go unreported and how
crimes are classified which varies by police department and jurisdiction. There’s also the
problem of accuracy related to human error of documenting crimes or preciseness of the
location of where crime occurs.
The interior of buildings is also an important aspect of Defensible Space, as
discussed by Newman. Unfortunately, I did not have access to buildings, as no such
observations were made. Also, the field study did not involve interviewing community
members to attain a greater level of detail into the social networks, community processes,
and management of space that impact each hotspot, which related to the CPTED
approach.
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CHAPTER 4
NEIGHBORHOOD PROFILES AND DEMOGRAPHICS FOR SELECT BOSTON
NEIGHBORHOODS
This chapter will begin with a general history of Boston since the second half of
the 20th century. Using Reid’s (2003) work, a correlation will be drawn between political
and economic transitions in the city to rising crime rates, a pattern Reid outlines for other
major US cities with similar crime rates in the post- World War II period (namely,
Detroit, Atlanta and New Orleans). The relation between urban decay and social and
economic deterioration has been previously outlined in the literature review. Using
Winship’s (2002) work, this chapter will then follow with a section outlaying what led to
the decrease in violent crime in the mid 1990s and reasons why violent crime rose again
by the year 2001 and 2002. Following these outlines, the chapter will conclude with a
socioeconomic profile of the neighborhoods of study.

4.1.

Economy, Politics, Crime in the Second-half of the 20th century (Boston)
The 20th century in Boston, particularly the latter half, can be characterized as a

period filled with racial antagonism, civic unrest, tension within government and mostly
stable crime rates. As economic and political transition came, so did a rise of crime rates
that plagued the city in the 1970s. During the first half of the 20th century’s Boston’s
economy was based in the industrial manufacturing sector, particularly in textiles. World
War II served to provide temporary relief from the economic downturn that was plaguing
Boston since the depression. Although the war revived the struggling manufacturing
sector, the temporary boost in demand was not enough to salvage the declining economy.
As manufacturing firms continued to move to the southern states and to the suburban
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metropolitan region, Boston continued to see a net loss in jobs. The city of Boston had a
net loss of 50,000 jobs in the 1950s (Reid, 2003).
The decline of the manufacturing sector would continue to decline through the
1960s and would never recover to become the city’s main economic sector. The decline
in this sector was a result of a movement away from heavy textiles such as wool, as
cotton and synthetic fabrics increased in popularity, and Boston’s infrastructure became
more obsolete. The inability of Boston’s textile industry to remain competitive is mostly
a result of the growing clash between the Brahmin (English) elite and the Irish Elite of
the city, leading the Brahmin to not invest in the textile sector. These clashes can be
traced back to the civil war as Boston’s English or Yankee elite and the Irish elite
competed in political and economic arenas. However, given the state of the economy at
the end of the 1950s, relations between both groups improved (Reid, 2003).
The improved relations served to be much of the impetus behind urban renewal in
Boston. Therefore, while the urban renewal movement in Boston benefited the elite in
adding high-rent residential property, office space, and enhanced the financial, insurance
and real estate sectors of Boston, it did nothing to bring back the jobs lost in the
manufacturing sector. Boston’s urban renewal also increased racial and ethnic tensions as
the city cut through working class neighborhoods to seize property for the wealthy. This
contributed to Boston’s inequality, leaving some neighborhoods permanently displaced,
and carving Boston inner city neighborhoods into what they are today (Reid, 2003).
The economic conditions of the city grew worse in the 1970s as poverty and
unemployment rates were at all time highs. Furthermore, the government-business
partnership that had developed at the end of the 1950s had eroded because fiscal crisis
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and the collapse of national credit markets in the mid 70s, disallowing the city
government to be the chief planning body in Boston. The increase of civic unrest also
contributed to the end of the partnership. The school busing controversy and the antirenewal movement were the two main causes of the civic unrest during this period. The
anti-renewal protest also contributed to the declining legitimacy of Boston’s city
government. Although not able to effectively protest urban renewal in the 1950s and
1960’s, by the 1970s strong opposition developed against the Boston Redevelopment
Authority’s razing of neighborhoods (Reid, 2003).
As a result of these tensions, and the city government’s inability to compete with
the economic elite, the 1970s saw a rising increase in crime. “Although rates of property
crimes…reached their highest points in 1980 (nationally), as did the rate of homicide, the
most rapid increase in crime came in the 1970s. This rapid increase in crime mirrored
rapid increased in economic distress and political instability” (Reid, 2003, p. 127).
Therefore, the pattern of rising crime rates as a result of economic transitioning occurred
a decade earlier in Boston, as in most US cities the crime rates reached their peaks in the
1980s (Reid, 2003).
The 1970s is characterized by growing unemployment as a result of the
manufacturing sector that had essentially disintegrated. Boston’s economy revived in the
1980s as the high-tech sector began to replace the manufacturing sector. Boston had
positioned itself in the high-tech economy after the World War, and as the national and
global economy began to shift in the direction of high tech Boston was able to reap the
rewards. The dominance of the high tech industry in Boston emerged out of a long
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history of partnerships between academia, government, and private industry that were
successful and profitable (Reid, 2003).
The success of the high tech sector in Boston contributed to the fastest growing
service sector in the United States. Unlike, the growth of service sectors in other cities,
the service sector in Boston consisted primarily of the financial, insurance, real estate,
education and employment sectors, which provide the “best” jobs in terms of wages and
working conditions. The polarized nature of the service sector, ranging from high-wage
professions and services and low-personal services, does not provide the same
consistency of wages as did the manufacturing sector that allowed a greater number of
working class families to earn a living wage and enter the middle class. The increase in
involuntary part-time work has also been a result of the shift from a manufacturing to
service sector economy that has fundamentally changed the nature of work and the
employee-employer relationship. These changes have had negative consequences for the
marginalized and often correlate with rising crime rates (Reid, 2003).
The renaissance of the Boston economy has widespread benefits to the city of
Boston, including a rapid growth of new jobs that has kept the unemployment rate around
5% since 1990. Because the labor market has been so tight, employers have had to reach
out to typically disadvantage urban works to offer quality work. In the 1980s politicians
created a pro-business climate through such policies as tax incentives and bond financial
plans, bond financial plans, and increase in social services programs for both high and
low immigrants to provide employers for businesses. The city also worked diligently to
improve its education system which still ranks amongst the nation’s best in the country
today (Reid, 2003).
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Despite the aforementioned economic success, poverty still exists in Boston. For
instance, 40% of Boston’s female head of households with children have incomes below
the poverty line. However, the poverty rates across ethnic and racial groups vary from
cities that underwent similar economic and political shifts. “For a city of Boston’s size,
its rates of unemployment, poverty and income inequality are remarkably low….Boston,
it appears, has been able to reconfigure its economy without sacrificing the well-being of
the poor, working and middle classes” (Reid, 2003, p. 130). Nevertheless, problems of
inequality continue to plague the city and violent crimes generally occur in the
neighborhoods of (South) Dorchester, Mattapan and Roxbury.

4.2.

The Boston Miracle and Community Policing
The 1990s saw a drastic decline in crime rates and an improvement in

community-police relations. The impetus of the crack movement was the expansion of
the crack markets in the 1980s, reflecting the trend that occurred throughout the United
States. The increase in homicides was largely attributed to the youth, as individuals under
the age of 24 became heavily involved in drug market. The homicide rate in this age
group increased from 30 a year in the mid-1980s to 72 in 1990. However, the overall
amount of homicides decreased from 152 homicides in 1990 to 31 in 1999. The 1990s
was also a decade of great economic growth for the state of Massachusetts. Although
there is a strong correlation between economic growth and reduction of crime, the
manner and effectiveness in which the city of Boston dealt with gang activity was, in
general, the main explanatory factor for the ‘Boston Miracle’. The basic driver of the
miracle was improved relations between the BPD and a group of black churches.
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However, Jeffrey brown, Eugene Rivers and Ray Hammond remain the foundation of the
Ten Point Coalition, as the group of black churches became known as. This is truly
remarkable given that one of the pastors, Reverend Eugene Rivers, had a very negative
relationship with the police, and was highly critical of their work and the BPD had
antagonistic relationship with people of color in Boston (Winship, 2002).
During the peak of the homicide rates in Boston, the BPD was forced to admit it
had a gang problem and adopted a heave handed strategy of policing. This led to a series
of incidents of harassment, racial profiling and use of excessive force that worsen the
relationship between the BPD and the black community. Incidents such as the shooting of
a black undercover cop, the death of a minister as a result of a heart attack when the
police busted into the wrong house on a drug raid, and the false accusation of crime of
black males in the death of a white woman (that later turned out to be the action of her
white husband) angered the community for the brutal force, and the lack of
professionalism. Although the strategy was effective in curtailing crime, it was
unsustainable given the unethical civil liberty violations (Winship, 2002).
Following the gang related shooting of a black youth in a black church, the
ministers decided that it was time to do something collectively against crime. This led to
the formulation of the Ten Point Minister program, in which the ministers worked with
the police to ensure that each case was properly investigated and the offenders held
accountable. The ministers also served as a middle group between the black community
and the police. As opposed to the 1970s and 1980s were political and policy issues were
debated in racial terms, the 1990s saw Boston become more engaging of non-white races
despite having on the reputation for being one of the most racist cities in the nation. The
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ministers also served to remove attention from race whenever the issue wanted to creep
up in issues that inherently evolved race and were important to the black community
(Winship, 2002).
Boston has led the national trend toward more community-police relations and
has become a model of how to use community policing to address gang activity. The
relationship between the Ten Point ministers became formalized at the end of 1996 when
they participated in a city-wide strategy to deal with youth violence referred to as
Operation Ceasefire.
Operation Ceasefire was an interagency problem-oriented policing intervention,
which tightly focused criminal justice and social service attention on a small
number of chronically offending gang-involved youth that were responsible for a
majority of the city's youth violence problem. The forums involving police,
ministers, and individuals from various social service agencies and other criminal
justice agencies…were a key part of this program (Winship, 2002, p. 10).
Operation Ceasefire was started in 1996, and immediately had an effect as homicides in
the city began to decline.
Nonetheless, some doubt the Boston miracle: first, given that homicide rates
declined throughout the United States, it is difficult to prove that the community-police
efforts were a contributing factor. Secondly, question arose on whether the Boston
Miracle ended given that homicide began to increase at the turn of the century. Using
multivariate models to control for other factors that may influence homicide rates, Braga
and Kennedy (1999) concluded that the impact of the collaboration indeed helped to
lower the homicide rates in Boston. “This would be consistent with the fact that in most
other cities youth homicides did not fall as fast or to a great degree as they did as they did
in Boston (Winship, 2002, p. 12).
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However whether approach is still effective given increase in homicides is still a
question. The homicide rate increased from the all time low of 39 in 1999 to 68 in 2001.
Then Mayor Giuliani used this to show that they had won the competition of being the
better police department and to show that the zero-tolerance strategies had proved
effective. Unlike Boston, New York City never developed strong relationships with the
community and that Boston has been the site of enormous antagonistic tendencies
between minorities and the city over police practices. Despite, the rise in the homicide
rates, Boston saw an increase of crimes committed with a firearm of only 11%, increasing
from 1,096 to 1,212. Perhaps more importantly, the perception amongst the police,
ministers and street workers was that day to day crime in the city had been decreasing
(Winship, 2002).
The reason for the rise in crime rates is that more felons were returning home
from prison, thereby seeing a greater increase in homicides from the older group (25-32
year olds) as opposed to those less than 24 years old.
If homicide rates fell in Boston during the 1990s because relationships between
gangs, within gangs, and drug dealers became more stable, it may well be the case
that they are being destabilized now by the large increase in returning felons, the
upsurge in the number of young people and by a flood of guns” (Winship, 2002,
p. 16).
Thereby, unlike the mostly hot-blooded shootings of the 1990s, the crime at the
turn of the century was a result of cold-blooded murders. As a result, Boston launched
new versions of these community collaborations strategies but none has the same level of
success as Operation Ceasefire, an “interagency problem-oriented policing intervention,
which tightly focused criminal justice and social service attention on a small number of
chronically offending gang-involved youth that were responsible for a majority of the
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city's youth violence problem” (Winship, 2002, p.10). Part of operation ceasefire entailed
creating forums between the police, minister, social workers, other criminal justice
agencies, and the community, which proved to be a key aspect of this program.
There are several reasons community stakeholders, and city officials provide for
the lack of success at the turn of the century. One minister commented that the youth that
he is confronting today are less respectful and more volatile than the youth that were
committing crime in the early 1990s. Similar to other cities, Boston is facing a 25-30%
increase in the juvenile population. A combination of the return of prison hardened
criminals at the turn of the century and further deterioration of many inner-city families
may have bread youths more predisposed to commit crimes (NPR, 2005; NPR 2006).
Community residents continue to have some reservations with crime-prevention
techniques despite the involvement of the ministers. Some say that although the
partnerships still exist, they seem to lack the same energy. David Kennedy, a former
Harvard Researcher who helped design Boston’s response to youth violence, said that the
key aspect was a Operation Ceasefire in which the cops sent a zero-tolerance message
that no crime would be tolerated. Others attribute the problem on young police officers
who do not have the history of past success. Mayor Thomas Menino blamed the problem
is the inability to add further police officers given the lack of resources after losing
federal aid that has decreased the amount of cops on the streets. Some feel that the arrests
that result from the collaborations between Black ministers and the BPD provide a shortterm end to crime, and that criminal activity resume once the Black ministers cease
patrolling the (NPR, 2005).
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4.3.

Linking Socioeconomics and Demographics to Crime
Knowing the demographics and socioeconomic characteristics of crimes are

central to understanding crime patterns. Content crimes and theft are higher in nations
with a greater proportion of people who feel economically deprived. Economically
deprived youths are linked to property and violent crime throughout the world
(Ankerman and Murray, 2004). The geographic proximity to well-to-do citizens by many
youths also generates potential crime victims. The key characteristics that are associated
with crime and low-socioeconomic status are the rate of poverty, the rate of
homeownership, the level of unemployment, the percentage of households on public
assistance, family structure, race, and age.
Nonetheless, race is often interpreted to be a reason for judging the likelihood that
a person may be a criminal because of the way the media covers crime. Typically, blacks
are overrepresented in images associated with violence and serious crimes (Dixon et al.,
2003; Linz, 2000; Peffley and Shields, 1996). This even affects the social relations
between people of color, particularly for immigrants who learn from the news about
African-American in the United States or between ethnic and racial groups themselves.
Therefore, Puerto Ricans are always associated with car stealing, Blacks with carrying
guns, Mexican with illegal immigration, Columbians with drugs and so forth. This occurs
even though statistics refute many stereotypes, so for example, whites are involved in a
much larger proportion of auto thefts than Hispanics or Blacks.
Lockwood (2007), in a study of Savannah, Georgia, notes that as “the level of
social disadvantage goes down, the effects of race on violent crime tend to disappear” (p.
207). Similarly, although the amount of renters in a community is associated with
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influencing crime rates, rental housing does not necessarily lead to crime. Although used
as justification to promote homeownership programs as a measure to control crime in the
city, such assumptions should be questioned. Lockwood (2007) notes that, similar to race,
as social disadvantage goes down, so does crime regardless of a home is owner or renter
occupied. These findings serve as reminder that there is a difference between correlation
and causality.

4.4.

Current Affairs: Race Relations
A recent survey of 749 Massachusetts residents which focuses on matters relates

to race, public policy, confidence in public institutions, and political behavior revealed
some interesting findings related to the subject of this thesis. The majority of those
surveyed regardless of race felt that race relations are no better than “fair” or “poor”.
“Blacks, 24%, Latinos, 15.9%, are especially likely to rate the quality of race relations
today as “poor”. Furthermore, as opposed to the 82% of whites who felt that people from
their own racial or ethnic group were treated “very good” or “good, only 23% of Blacks
rated treatment of members of their own group as “very good” or “good”. Demonstrating
the different perspective on racial treatment differently, “seventy-two percent of blacks,
66.3% of Latinos, 44.6% of Asians, and 17.1% of whites describe their group’s treatment
as “fair” or poor”; this shows a wide disparity in perception. Additionally, only 16% of
blacks and 29.3% of Latinos felt that conditions were improving for minorities.
Moreover, Blacks and Latinos were also the least likely to have confidence in
state or local governments. However, Black confidence in institutions is dropping at a
rapid rate. While in 1998, 18% of blacks had confidence in state government, only 9%
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had confidence in state government in 2006. In 2006, only 21% of blacks had confidence
in the police, while Latinos and Asian had 41% and 42% confidence in the police. In
2006, only 11% of blacks had confidence in the court system, while Latinos and Asian
had 27% and 23% confidence respectively. Collectively, these findings reveal that race
relations are still very weak in the state of Massachusetts, whose capital city has had a
strong reputation for being a racist city and a history of racial antagonism. A lack of
confidence in governmental institutions, the court system and the police can reflect a lack
of commitment to laws, and the potential for civic unrest. As the introduction to this
section revealed, a lack of confidence in political structure, government, a well as racial
antagonism and civic unrest have all been elements associated with rises and sparks of
crime, as evident in the history of Boston (Reid, 2002, Whinship, 2002).

4.5.

City of Boston: Crime Profile
The following is an analysis of crime rates in the city of Boston since the year

2000 through 2007.
Table 4.1: Boston Crime Volume by Rate and Year
Type
Murders
per 100,000
Rapes
per 100,000
Robberies
per 100,000
Assaults
per 100,000
Burglaries
per 100,000
Thefts
per 100,000
Auto thefts
per 100,000

1999
31
5.6
337
60.4
2,467
442.3
4,428
793.8
3,414
612
17,637
3161.8
6,764
1212.6

2000
39
6.8
325
56.9
2,451
429.3
4,507
789.5
4,051
709.6
17,228
3017.8
7,269
1273.3

Crime in Boston by Year
2001
2002
2003
65
60
39
11
10.1
6.6
361
369
262
61
61.9
44.4
2,523
2,533
2,759
426.2
424.7
467.8
4,412
3,994
4,113
745.3
669.6
697.4
4,222
3,830
4,344
713.2
642.1
736.5
17,608 17,824 17,069
2974.6 2988.4 2894.1
8,194
7,096
6,463
1384.3 1189.7 1095.8

Source: Table borrowed from Citydata.com, 2009
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2004
61
10.5
269
46.4
2,428
418.6
4,159
717
4,545
783.5
17,526
3021.3
5,545
955.9

2005
73
12.9
268
47.2
2,649
466.7
4,489
790.9
4,531
798.3
15,957
2811.4
4,717
831.1

2006
75
13.3
275
48.9
2,698
479.7
4,485
797.5
4,121
732.8
16,897
3004.5
4,076
724.8

2007
66
11.2
263
44.4
2,242
378.8
4,267
721
3,810
643.7
17,351
2931.6
3,418
577.5

As the above chart demonstrates, the homicide rate, while dropping to a low 6.6 per
100,000 in 2003, has generally been higher this decade than at the turn of the century. All
other rates of crime, except burglary, have decreased since the year 1999 (citydata.com,
2009). However, the burglary rate decreased significantly between the year 2006 and
2007 reflecting the national trend of decreasing burglary rates.
Figure 4.1 shows that violent crime rates for 2002-2006 have increased, unlike the
northeast and national rates.
Figure 4.1: Violent Crime Rates for 2002-2006

Source: FBI Uniform Reports, figure borrowed from the Boston Indicators Project, 2009. * Preliminary.

Figure 4.2 compares Boston’s crime rates for 2006 to other major US cities. The
city of Boston ranks sixth lowest in terms of overall crime rate.
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Figure 4.2: Violent and Property Crime Rates for Selected Cities, 2006
(Crimes are per 100,000 populations)
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Figure 4.3 Crime Rate for Select Boston Police Districts, 2007
(Crime per 1,000 populations)

Source: Boston Police Department, 2007; Boston Redevelopment Authority

District D-4 had the highest crime volume, consisting mostly of property crime. District
B-2, had the highest rate of violent crime in 2007. District D-4 had the overall lowest
crime rates. What this table reflects is that the majority of property crime occurs in the
wealthier areas of the city, and that the violent crimes occur at higher rates in areas that
are more socially disadvantaged, findings that are consistent with the literature review.
The following maps taken from the fourth biennial Boston Indicators Project
report for 2004-2006 show rankings by police district of the perception of public safety,
and trust of neighbors and quaality of life of Boston residents based on survey data.
These measures are particularly important as they deal with health of social networks and
the perception of safety from the residents themselves.
The conventional meaning of public safety with respect to crime usually involves
gauging the perceived risk to be a victim of violent crime. Figure 4.4 shows that the
perception of public safety is lowest in Roxbury, the neighborhood with the highest
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violent crime rate, while the neighborhoods of D-4 have higher, but not perfect,
perception of public safety. District D-4’s perception of safety is limited indirectly by the
risk of property crime, which can lead to violent consequences. Allston-Brighton is the
only neighborhood with 80% or more people who feel safe in their neighborhood.
Figure 4.4: Perception of Safety

Map borrowed from Boston Indicators Project, 2009

Figure 4.5 shows that Roxbury, the most economically deprived neighborhood, is
also the neighbothood with the weakest social netoworks. However, Roxbury, while
mediocre in terms of social networks, is stil comparable to the other neighborhods of
study. Furthermore, Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show that the perception of safety and
neighborhood trust is not so bad in Roxbury to prevent Defensible Space theories from
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working. As Newman (1996) Defensible Space only works in neighborhoods that still
have some moral fiber left and are not beyong the point of recovery, such neighborhoods
demand a larger, more complex rehabiliation. Improving this mediocre percentage to
good may result from changes to the physical environment alone, and a higher percentage
if the socioeconomic conditions of the neighborhood is improved.
Figure 4.5: Neighborhood Trust

Map borrowed from Boston Indicators Project, 2009

Surprisingly, the neighborhoods with the highest quality of life (see Appendix A)
are not the neighborhoods with the highest perception of safety and neighborhood trust as
in the case with the Back Bay and Fenway-Kenmore neighborhoods. The perception of
safety may be different in these neighborhoods given the higher cocentration of
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commercial use reltated to retail, enterntainment and alcohol which attracts a high
amount of tourist as well as Boston residents to these locations. However, neighborhoods
like West Roxbury, which has a similar quality of life to Back Bay, is primarily
residential and has a higher perception of safety. Although a lower density may play a
role in the perception of safety in West Roxbury compared to Back Bay, it seems clear
that more concentrated commercial use may negatively impact the perception of safety.

4.6.

Demographic and Socioeconomic Profile
The following section will use tables to display demographic data that has been

obtained from the US Census compiled by the Boston Redevelopment Authority and the
Boston Foundation. GIS is also be used to map socioeconomic conditions. The
Environmental Justice Populations (EJP) data, key layer from the Office of
Environmental Affair’s (EOEA) MassGis site, will be used to show neighborhoods in the
city of Boston that contain a high proportion of minorities and low-income. Other maps
have been created using internet mapping tools, namely the Metropolitan Area Planning
Council (MAPC) DataCommon site and Policymap are included in Appendix B.
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Table 4.3 Summary Statistics
Neighborhood
Police District
Population Density and Open Space
Population Count:
Percentage of Boston Population
Gross Population Density/Sq.mile:
Land Area (in sq. miles):
Percentage of Open Space
Open Space per 1000 people (in acres)

Allston-Brighton
D-14

Back Bay
D-4

Fenway
D-4

Mattapan
B-4

Roxbury
B-2

North Dorchester South End
B-4
D-4

Boston

69,648
11.82%
15,974.30
4.36
19.40%
7.8

26,398
4.48%
28,082.98
0.94
20.10%
4.5

36,191
6.14%
29,186.30
1.24
20%
6

37,371
6.34%
13,299.30
2.81
17%
4.7

55,663
9.45%
14,127.70
3.9
23%
9.5

29,215
4.95%
14,462.90
2.02%
7%
4.7

28,160
4.78%
27,339.80
1.03
6.70%
1.3 (2001)

589,141
12,172.30
48.4
-

31.60%
47,828
6,382
63.70%

15.70%
22,445
1,034
82.00%

21.30%
24,505
3,003
71.40%

30.10%
1,235
4,573
68.40%

20.80%
2,520
13,995
64.80%

33.90%
10,205
4,142
52.00%

20.60%
12,751
4,578
67.80%

25.80%
290,972
85,199
66.60%

32.70%
Family Households
Married-Couple Family
22.70%
9.90%
Single-householder Family
Female Householder (with own Children under 18 years
2.80%
old
67.30%
Non-Family Households

24.00%
21.00%
3.00%
0.01%
77.00%

14.60%
9.90%
4.70%
2.30%
85.40%

74.20%
30.50%
43.80%
2.23%
25.80%

65.10%
22.60%
42.50%
24.60%
34.90%

59.70%
30.70%
29.00%
24.67%
40.30%

32.40%
17.70%
14.80% 7.60%
67.60%

48.68%
12%
10.90%
6.80%
51.30%

23.00%
$38,941
5.30%
13.80%
52.00%

10.30%
$66,427
6.00%
5.40%
71.10%

37.30%
$25,356
11.40%
16.00%
46.70%

22.30%
$32,478
9.70%
27.00%
25.80%

27.10%
$27,133
11.60%
26.20%
26.80%

20.80%
$36,193
9.60%
22.40%
30.10%

23.90%
$41,590
6.90%
14.40%
55.60%

19.50%
$39,629
7.20%
17.80%
43.30%

30,988
98.40%
19.30%
79.10%

17,633
92.50%
31.00%
69.00%

13,229
97.50%
8.90%
88.50%

13,143
95.50%
33.70%
61.80%

21,909
91.50%
20.80%
70.50%

10,518
94.90%
26.90%
73.10%

15,261
93.60%
25.60%
68.10%

251,935
95.10%
-

Race and Ethnicity
Foreign Born Population
Race - NonHispanic White
Hispanic Population
Language Spoken at Home - Only English

Ecomomic
Poverty Rate
Median Household Income
Unemployment Rate
Occupation - Service
Occupation - Management, Profess. Etc.
Housing
Housing Units:
Occupied Housing Units
Percenatge Owner Occupied
Percentage Renter Occupied

Source: Data obtained from Census profiles created by Boston Redevelopment (2003) and the
Datacommon.com database (2009)

The Allston-Brighton neighborhood contains the largest land mass of the 8
neighborhoods of study at 4.36 sq. miles, followed closely by Roxbury at 3.9 sq. miles.
Although the amount of open space is similar in all of the study neighborhoods, the
neighborhood with the highest percentage of open space are within the police districts
(D-4 and B-2) with the highest volume of crime. Nonetheless, other Boston
neighborhoods, such as West Roxbury and Jamaica Plain, both have open space
percentages of approximately 34% and have lower crime volumes that the study
neighborhoods, particularly in the case of West Roxbury. However, West Roxbury, while
one of the wealthier neighborhood in the city of Boston, is not the central commercial
hub like Back Bay. Jamaica Plain, while more comparable to Roxbury, does not nearly
have the same degree of socially disadvantage as Roxbury. Therefore, open space in the
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context of resource rich areas or economically deprived neighborhoods may be a factor in
the higher crime rates, although perhaps not significantly.
The densest neighborhoods are the Back Bay, Fenway-Kenmore, and South End,
which make-up the police district with the highest total volume of crime. Roxbury, the
city’s most balanced in terms of property and violent crimes, has a density on par with
the city average. Therefore, high levels of density and commercial property in District D14 appear to be important factors explaining the crime volumes within the respective
district.
The neighborhood with the highest amount of whites is Allston-Brighton, with
Fenway-Kenmore and Back-Bay holding a distant second and third position respectively.
The neighborhoods of Roxbury, Mattapan and Dorchester have the highest percentage of
the Black population in the City of Boston (see Appendix B). Roxbury holds the second
largest Hispanic population in the city after East Boston. The following map shows the
distribution of minorities throughout the city of Boston.
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Figure 4.6 Geographic Distribution of Minorities in the city of Boston

Charlestown
East Boston
Central
Back
Bay/Beacon
Hill
Allston/Brighton
Fenway/Kenmore
South EndSouth Boston

Jamaica PlainRoxburyNorth Dorchester

South Dorchester
West Roxbury
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The MassGis EJP data layer is used in Figure 4.6 to show the census blocks with
minority populations greater than 25%. As you can see, most of Roxbury and Mattapan
consist of red shaded areas reflecting percentages of minorities above 85%.
The neighborhoods with the highest percent of foreign born are Allston-Brighton,
of which a significant portion are of European background, and Roxbury, North
Dorchester and Mattapan, of which a significant portion are of Latin American,
Caribbean or African origin. North Dorchester reflects the highest percentage of people
who speak a language other than English at home, followed by Allston-Brighton.
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All of the study neighborhoods except Fenway-Kenmore have a percentage of
married couples that is higher than the city average. However, the neighborhoods with
higher rate of poverty are also the neighborhoods with the highest amount of singlehouseholders and female-headed households. For instance, South Dorchester and
Roxbury have a Female-Householder with own children under 18 years old rate of 15.5%
and 26% respectively, much higher than the 6.8% citywide rate. Not only are higher rates
of single-family homes correlate with higher rates of poverty and crime, but also with
lower physical, emotional and cognitive development in children, which in turn helps to
keep the cycle of poverty and crime intact.
With the exception of Back-Bay, all of the selected neighborhoods have poverty
levels above the city average. The Fenway-Kenmore neighborhood has the highest
poverty rate at 37%. Nonetheless, this rate may be partly a result of having a higher
percentage of students compared to other neighborhoods. Using the EJP layer, we see
that the income distribution in Boston is less pronounced than the racial segregation.
Given the impact of race relations on crime rates throughout the history of the city of
Boston, and the current state of race relations from the perspective of blacks discussed in
the previous section, the geographic isolation of blacks may help keep antagonistic forces
that have historically been linked to increased crime rates intact. Additionally, it makes
such neighborhoods vulnerable through continued isolation from the rest of the city
through biased media coverage that make violent crime appear to be more common than
what they really are in such neighborhoods.
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Figure 4.7: Geographic Distribution of Income
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As to be expected, higher unemployment rates are generally found in the study
neighborhoods with higher violent crime rates and with a higher percentage of minorities
(District B-2 and B-4). Furthermore, these same neighborhoods also have a higher
percentage of service occupation that makes up their economic base. Therefore, these
economic conditions make these neighborhoods more vulnerable to higher crime rates.
District D-4 and D-13 have a high percentage of people in the professional and
management sector, which is associated with less crime rates given higher worker
satisfaction and commitment to work (Reid, 2002).
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All of the study neighborhoods have an occupied housing unit rate above 90%
rate, with Roxbury being the lowest at 91.5%. However, Allston-Brighton, FenwayKenmore and Roxbury have homeowner occupied rates that are approximately 20% or
lower than the rest of the study neighborhoods, with Fenway-Kenmore being the lowest
at 8.9%. Further illustrating the fact that in Allston-Brighton and Fenway-Kenmore area
consist of a high percentage of transient residences is the percentage of non-family
households at 67.30% and 85.40% respectively. Both Allston-Brighton and FenwayKenmore have significant student populations, and Fenway-Kenmore has the lowest
amount of housing units of all the study neighborhoods. Therefore, Roxbury’s rate of
homeownership rate has worse crime related economic implications, given that Roxbury
has a smaller percentage of student population and transient residences.
Housing affordability has been a major problem in the city of Boston during this
decade. The following map shows homes that are cost burdened (pay more than 30% of
monthly expenses toward housing) in the city of Boston. As you can see, the distribution
of cost burdened generally overlaps with areas with a high degree of crime. Appendix B
shows the rate of foreclosure throughout the city of Boston through 2008.

4.6

Summary
The Socioeconomic analysis of select Boston neighborhoods reveals that Back-

Bay (D-4) is the richest neighborhood in Boston, and thereby, provides attractive targets
for criminals to offend. Because of the city’s is very accessible though various modes of
transportation, particularly public and walking, it allows easy access for criminal
offenders whether they live nearby their targets or whether they are coming from other
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parts of the city. Further crime from this district appears to be coming from the FenwayKenmore area, potentially resulting from young college student, alcohol consumption and
rowdy sports fans.
Despite having a high percentage of foreign-born population and a poverty rate a
few percentages higher than the city, Allston-Brighton (D-14) has the lowest report
crimes of all the neighborhoods of this study. Given the neighborhood’s moderate
English isolation, and high amount of whites, neighborhood residents may have access to
crime prevention resources and informal control mechanisms not found in the inner-city
neighborhoods.
The most socially disadvantage neighborhood is Roxbury (B-2), which ranks
lower than Dorchester (B-3) and Mattapan (B-3) in many statistics. The neighborhoods
reflects city and national patterns, where areas with higher percentages of dark-skin
people live tend to be the most poor, with the dark the skin leading to higher levels of
oppression. The neighborhood also had the highest overall property rate, with a balance
between property and violent crime that is very alarming. It should also be noted that the
location of Roxbury serves as a gateway to several other neighborhoods in the city,
thereby; helping to reduce poverty in Roxbury may have positive effects in lowering
crime around other neighborhoods is spillover effects are mitigated.
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CHAPTER 5
MAPPING AND FIELD STUDY RESULTS
Using the kernel density tool available in ArcGIS software, I identified twelve
areas of concentrated crime (hotspots) in the eight study neighborhoods. A kernel density
analysis is a “technique for calculating the density of a phenomenon across space” by
turning “discrete point data into a continuous surface of values” (ESRI, 2006). The
magnitude of the kernel analysis was classified using natural breaks into 5 categories,
ranging from 0 to 269. Only areas consisting of a magnitude higher than 150 were
considered hotspots (these areas are shaded in darker red). Areas that fell in the densest
category of 150 to 269 reflected a tighter concentration of crime incidents.
Figure 5.1: Hotspots in Select Boston Neighborhoods
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The kernel analysis was then reclassified into eight categories and then ranked by
selecting the highest cell value within the hostpots. The result is shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 : Hotspot Rankings

Neighborhood with Main Streets
Allston- Brighton Avenue area
Back Bay- Copley Square area
Fenway- Hemenway Street and
Westland Avenue
South End-Union Park and Newton
Street
Roxbury- Mission Hill
Neighborhood
Roxbury- Seaver Street and Blue
Hill Avenue
Roxbury- Talbot Avenue and
Harvard Street
Brighton- Commonwealth Avenue
Roxbury- Dudley Square
Roxbury- Dudley Street
South End- Lenox Street
Roxbury- Dacia Street

Highest Cell
Value

Area ID
2
4

269
248

3

234

6

229

12

225

10

213

11
1
7
8
5
9

205
202
186
186
178
161

The hotspot analysis revealed some suprising results. While the neighborhoods in
Roxbury appear be the weakest neighborhood in terms of Defensible Space and CPTED
measurements, neighborhoods such as Allston-Brighton, Back Bay and Fenway faired
worse in terms of the concentration of crime incidents. This may be a result, in part, that
Back Bay and Fenway are smaller neighborhoods. While Roxbury, on the other hand,
have a range of crime desities producing the highest amount of hotspots per
neighborhood. Interestingly, the neighborhood of Mattapan did not produce any hotspots.
Mattapan is a neighborhood that is perceived to be crime prone, but the crime rate of
Mattapan is lower than of Roxbury or South Dorchester.
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A close up of all the hotspots and all the nearby major roads is provided in
Appendix B. A detailed table of socioeconomic conditions using GIS and online mapping
tools for each hotspot is provided in Appendix D. However, given time contraints the
table will not be discussed in detail although some of the results of this study are also
highlighted the field study section.

5.1.

Allston-Brighton (Area 1 and Area 2)
Allston and Brighton is a Boston suburb that contains two zip code designations,

one for Allston (02134) and another for Brighton (02135). Allston is located northeast of
the neighborhood and connects directly to Boston, while Brighton is southwest of toward
the neighborhoods interior. Allston and Brighton each have a major hotspot (area 2 and
area 1 respectively), both of which run along Commonwealth Avenue. Brighton Avenue
and Harvard Avenue also cut across area 2. Commonwealth Avenue is essentially a four
lane street that runs from Allston-Brighton into the heart of the city. The adjacent mix
land use and connection to major roads and highways attracts a high degree of people and
facilitates exits through the neighborhood. Traffic along Commonwealth Avenue is
moderate, but Cambridge Street was listed as the eight busiest roads in the city according
to the 2002 Boston Indicators Project published by the Boston Foundation, suggesting
some limits for criminals escaping the neighborhood given traffic conditions. Along
Commonwealth Avenue there are high density multi-family buildings (greater than 20
dwelling units per acre), light business uses, and access to public transit as can be seen in
Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Commonwealth Avenue, Allston

5.1.2. Commonwealth Avenue and Brighton Avenue, Allston (Area 2)
Area 2 has mix-used zoning along its perimeter and interstate 90 lies closely to its
north. Additionally, the northwest of the Allston-Brighton neighborhood has more intense
industrial use. Area 2 also significantly more residential units, with a range of 900-1300
per census block. There is also some recreational southwest of area 1. Although industrial
use is this neighborhood is associated with a high turnover (see Appendix D), and less
‘eyes on the street’, high residential density can lead to hotspots because of the
concentration of potential victims, especially in commercial areas or socially
disadvantaged neighborhoods.
The biggest finding of the GIS study is that there is a high contrast of incomes
within the vicinity of each other. As opposed to Roxbury, which is mostly lower income,
Allston-Brighton has pockets of poverty next to pockets of wealth, although the
neighborhood’s highest income pockets tends to increase toward the west (also true for
the South end, refer to Figure 4.7). The contrast is particularly strong for area 1. Area 2
has a relatively higher degree of language isolation, a significant minority population, and
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higher density, while area 1 is less dense and has overall higher incomes. The entire
neighborhood has a moderate to high degree of foreign born population. Nonetheless, it
appears that the contrast in incomes may be the strongest socioeconomic indicator that
may be contributing to crime in this neighborhood.
The hotspots in this neighborhood had a high amount of graffiti, but were low in
evidence of trash, relative to the other hotspots. The high amount of graffiti, combined
with a higher than city average population under 25, suggest that younger persons may be
responsible the vandalism in the neighborhood (US Census 2000). Nonetheless, the
graffiti does not seem to alter the perception of safety by neighborhood residents given
Allston-Brighton ranking in the Perception of Safety map in Figure 4.4.
Figure 5.3: Graffiti, Allston
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Figure 5.4: Graffiti, Allston

If the following can be taken as examples of more extreme graffiti writing, AllstonBrighton was the only neighborhood where graffiti was located both on traffic signs and
on residential buildings that were not vacant suggesting more risky social behavior or
expressions of rebellion. The graffiti in the building in Figure 5.5 (right) is also faded, an
observation noted on other buildings including commercial buildings, which may suggest
ineffective graffiti removal efforts and/or graffiti that has remained on the property for a
prolonged period of time.
Figure 5.5: Graffiti, Allston
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The majority of the trash resulted from trash barrels that were either over filled or
tossed over by wind or human intervention such as the one in Figure 5.6. Notice how the
trash barrel is also painted by art that appears to be drawn by children in both pictures
suggesting involvement in the community with younger persons. The barrel on the left in
Figure 5.6 is also chained to the pole, while the barrel on the left is not.
However, one of the biggest problems affecting the defensibility of the
neighborhood is the amount of trees that were against the façade of buildings covering its
windows and thereby, reducing surveillance as seen in Figure 5.7. Trees against buildings
also pose safety problems.
Figure 5.6: Trash, Allston
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Figure 5.7: Low-Density Multi-Family Units, Allston

Nonetheless, there were some homes observed in Allston-Brighton that conveyed
a high degree of appropriation and boundary definition. The house in Figure 5.8 also had
belongings and ornaments on the porches suggesting that people may spend time there
and thereby survey the streets. However, notice how the same house also has its shades
down, an observation that was very common in all houses throughout all hotspots, which
suggest that physical conditions facilitating surveillance may not lead to actual
surveillance as stated in the literature review (although it should also be noted that the
observation of the field occurred during the afternoon on a weekday, which means most
people were likely to be at work or running errands).
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Figure 5.8: Triple-Deckers Reflecting Personalization of Space, Allston

Figure 5.9: Well Maintained Landscape, Allston

The multi-family units in the secondary streets were also smaller than the
respective units found on Commonwealth Avenue and more strongly resemble the
medium density buildings found in Roxbury.
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Figure 5.10: Medium Density Multi-family Uses, Allston

Newman’s work (1980) would deem these buildings more defensible given that the
building height is small and the units are served by several entrances. The porches in
Figure 5.10 (left) also add another possibility for surveillance.

5.2.

Back Bay (Area 4)
Back Bay is one of the city’s wealthiest neighborhoods in Boston and also a

central commercial area. Interestingly, the wealthiest census blocks in Back Bay correlate
with the center of the hotspot (area 4). The neighborhood features mix-used
developments, and some medium to high density multi-family housing. A predominant
amount of crime in this neighborhood is property related including various degree of
larceny. Overall, the neighborhood showed signs of defensibility and little signs of the
negatives that affect other neighborhoods such as vacant lots and vacant homes. Given
the high density of the neighborhood and that the amount of breaking and entering and
street crime incidents in this neighborhood were the lowest of all the sites visited, this
hotspot may represent an outlier and create a perception that the conditions that create
crime in this neighborhood are as worst as other hotspots.
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The land uses in Back Bay were in very good condition, and the institutions,
commercial uses and tall buildings serve to reaffirm the wealth of the neighborhood,
which can be seen in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12.
Figure 5.11: Boston Public Library, and Old South Church, Back Bay

Figure 5.12: Copley Square and Trinity Church, Back Bay

Figure 5.13 show mix-used developments in Back Bay, with light businesses uses on the
first floor.
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Figure 5.13: Mix-Use Developments, Back Bay

Boylston Street (left); Corner of Berklee and Boylston Street (right).

These medium density buildings have an abundance of windows on each side. Each
building is also colored and structured differently differentiating it from the next.
Additionally, since many of these light businesses uses are restaurants people eating
outdoors also provide an opportunity for surveillance to what is happening on the streets.
The street width is wider in this neighborhood allowing for greater pedestrian traffic;
however, visibility from business windows to the street is generally not blocked by trees
or street furniture.
One of the unique advantages of this neighborhood over others visited in the field
study is that the corridors between the buildings were in better condition and allowed for
better surveillance from the secondary streets.
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Figure 5.14: Alleys in Back Bay

Unlike the narrower alleys found behind buildings in Fenway-Kenmore, these alleys felt
safer because they were more open and allowed for greater natural light to penetrate the
area. Although the shades are generally down in this picture, the abundance of windows
and the width of the street make one feel like they can be seen at any moment.
Examples of the most defensible homes could be seen in Commonwealth Avenue
Notice how the fancier landscape in the following pictures helps to add to the perception
that the homes are cared for, and thereby, watched. Figure 5.15 shows trees that when at
full bloom may interfere somewhat with visibility as they are very close to the buildings
and its windows. Nonetheless, notice how each of the building segments is clearly
defined with its own fenced yard, and individual landscape design.
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Figure 5.15: Apartments on Commonwealth Avenue, Back Bay

Notice the well demarcated public and semi-public spaces

Figure 5.16: Well-Maintained Landscape, Commonwealth Avenue, Back Bay

The building heights of the buildings on Commonwealth Avenue usually do not
exceed 6 stories, ensuring some degree of defensibility. Some of the first floor windows
and front doors also had iron barriers adding to the security of the buildings.
There were only two examples of graffiti found during the visit of Back Bay. One
of the examples is seen in Figure 5.17 in which the graffiti is located on a roof top not
immediately visible from the street. Overall, vandalism and trash in this neighborhood
were nearly non-existent.
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Figure 5.17: Graffiti on Buildings, Back-Bay

5.3.

Fenway-Kenmore (Area 3)
The Fenway-Kenmore area consist of medium density multi-family dwelling

units, mix-used zoning, and serves as a general shopping center. As in the multi-family
dwelling units in Commonwealth Avenue, these units are taller and more intense that
their Roxbury counterparts. The area also has several colleges and world renowned
institutions such as Symphony hall. The hotspot has a general housing density of 9001200 units per census block; therefore, it’s one of the densest hotspots in this study.
Area 3 is on the east side of the Back Bay-Fens, a parkland and wild urban area
that cuts the Fenway-Kenmore neighborhood in half. The west side of the pond is home
to the Fenway Park, Kenmore Square and some of the city’s most famous restaurants and
sports bars. Although considered one neighborhood for administrative purposes, east
Fenway/symphony area has a completely different feel than the Kenmore square area.
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The main streets that cut through are Westland Avenue, Boylston Street and Hemenway
Street Both Hemenway Street and Boylston Street support high level of pedestrian traffic
and have general business uses along the street as seen in the following pictures.
Figure 5.18: Pedestrian Activity and Business Uses, Fenway

Corner of Hemenway Street and Boylston St (left); business uses along Boylston Street (right)

Many of the multi-family dwellings have several entrances so that each entrance
serves fewer units. However, the taller multi-family buildings are less defensible. The
hotspot for this neighborhood is composed primarily of these buildings types.
Figure 5.19: Low-Intensity Multi-Family Uses, Fenway
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Figure 5.20: High Intensity Multi-Family Uses, Fenway

Figure 5.20 shows multi-family buildings that are smaller in height than the buildings in
Figure 5.19. These taller structures contribute to overall density level of the neighborhood
which may increase the chances for victimization.
One of the biggest concerns of area 3 is the questionable alleys that were behind
some of the buildings, where there is evidence of trash, alcohol and vandalism.
Figure 5.21: Alleys, Fenway
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Unlike the alleys behind the buildings in Back Bay, these alleys are less spacious creating
a perception of lower visibility. Notice the potential hiding spaces created by the edge of
the building in Figure 5.21 (left). These alleys also showed more trash and vandalism
than their Back Bay counterparts. Notice that the windows in Figure 5.22 (left) are in bad
condition preventing them from being used to survey the alley. Because of this negative
condition perhaps it is best that similar alleys are gated and allow access to residents
only.
Figure 5.22: Trash and Vandalism in Back Alleys, Fenway

.
As alternative means of control, there were several no trespassing signs posted in
the alley as well as warnings for video surveillance.
Figure 5.23: Signs for Surveillance in Back Alleys, Fenway
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However, rather than video surveillance, a better message would be sent to residents if
the alley were to be cleaned up as it may improve the perception of safety as well as give
the impression that the alley is cared for.
Other signs visible in the neighborhood were a sign for a Boston police crime
watch, and a no trespassing sign seen in the following pictures.
Figure 5.24: No Trespassing/Crime Watching Signs, Fenway

Whether the sign appears posted by an individual resident, or gold plated in the apartment
complex in Figure 5.24, the essence of the message remains the same: people are
concerned about intruders entering their property. However, notice that the neighborhood
crime watch sign has several stickers placed on it, a form of vandalism suggesting some
people do not respect the crime watch imitative.
This neighborhood had one of the three community gardens observed during the
field study.
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Figure 5.25: Community Garden on Symphony Road, Fenway

Given Fenway-Kenmore’s high density multi-family buildings, high foot traffic,
closeness to a high degree of entertainment and alcohol uses related to the western part of
the neighborhood, and a considerable degree of college students are factors that may be
influencing crime in area 3. Yet, the neighborhood is relatively free of many of the
negative signs that afflict Roxbury communities such as the vacant lots, buildings, and
overwhelming trash.

5.4.

South End: Lenox Street (Area 5)
Area 5 is a neighborhood in the South End, on the border of the north of Roxbury,

which has predominantly multi-family buildings and low-rise projects. Area 5 is
penetrated by Washington Street and Harrison Avenue, two streets which lead to
downtown Boston. These streets have higher density multi-family units and light
commercial use.
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Figure 5.26: Mix-Use Development on Washington Street, South End

The following buildings are located on Massachusetts Avenue, another street on the
perimeter of the hotspot. The buildings have several entrances reducing the amount of
people that use each door, the buildings face the street and the glass on the first floor
windows, as well as some of the door are protected by iron railings.
Figure 5.27: Multi-Family Uses along Massachusetts Avenue

Particularly interesting were the apartments on Lenox Street known as the
Lenox/Camden developments. Lenox had a more traditional appearance, an internal
plaza, and doors that that face the internal pathways of the plaza rather than the street as
can be seen in Figure 5.28.
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Figure 5.28: Lenox Street Apartments, South End

In contrast, the Camden apartments had a more modern look. In actually, the
Lenox/Camden apartments were built ten years apart in 1939 and 1949 respectively.
These family developments have rents that are calculated at 30% of the resident’s
income. Both developments are managed by the Boston housing Authority (BHA) and
both buildings work under the same tenants’ task force (BHA, ¶ 1).
Figure 5.29: Camden Apartments on Lenox Street, South End

Interestingly this was the only housing development observed in the field study in which
signs were posted for video surveillances in exterior semi-public spaces as can be seen in
Figure 5.30. Also, notice the utilization of high gates to secure semi-private spaces
behind the building. Children can also be seen the gated playing area in Figure 5.30, in
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which children were actively using during the site visit. In general Oscar Newman
recommended fences that were low so that they can serve more as symbolic barriers.
However, the gates used here seem to be a reaction to potential crime in the area but seem
to create negative quality of life connotations.
Figure 5.30: Gated Entrances and Security Cameras, South End

Figure 5.31: Gated Entrances and Security Cameras, South End

In Figure 5.31 (left) there is an additional signs for surveillance. The image of the nearby
Northampton Street shows two cameras looking at onlookers on the street. Typically
Oscar Newman’s defensible space theory placed more emphasis on natural surveillance
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than electronic surveillance, and more on symbolic barriers than on real barriers.
However, the Lenox Street projects appeared to be tightly controlled perhaps reflecting a
tradeoff between crime safety and civil liberties.

5.4.1. South End: Union Park and Newton Street
Area 6 is a neighborhood in the South End, closer to central Boston (the
downtown area). Some of the main street that penetrates this neighborhood connects the
hotspot directly to Roxbury within a five minute drive. The neighborhood features an
overall higher building density than Area 5, and is predominantly multi-family medium
to high density uses. There are several light business uses along Washington Street,
particularly restaurants ranging from pizzeria to higher end dining options. The area is
also infiltrated by Massachusetts Avenue and Shawmut Avenue, although the part of
Shawmut Avenue that crosses this neighborhood is in a better condition than the part of
the street that cuts through Roxbury, perhaps because the South End is designated as a
historic district may be a reason why the street appears better kept.
Washington Street supports four-lane traffic. It is also the street in which the
MBTA’s Silver line provides access to Dudley Square and Downtown Crossing. The
northern part of Washington Street features large recreational space, including a dog park
(Peter’s Park) seen in Figure 5.32 and a community garden seen in Figure 5.33.
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Figure 5.32: Washington Street, South End

Figure 5.33: Basketball Court and Peter’s Park, Washington Street, South End
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Figure 5.34: Franklyn Square and Community Garden, South End

\

The multi-family buildings that exist in the neighborhood range in sizes from small to
large complexes with appearances that range from ‘project-look” to more modern. Notice
how the side of the building in Figure 5.35 (left) has no windows a problem found at least
once in most neighborhoods. The buildings in Figure 5.35 (right) had windows around
the entire unit, and are accessible through the secondary streets as we will see shortly in
further detail.
Figure 5.35: Mixed-used Developments along Washington Street, South End
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Figure 5.36: Multi Family Buildings and Cathedral Community Projects, South End

The buildings in Figure 5.36 (left) shows a taller multi-family structure in the area, a
potential weakness of this building from a Defensible Space standpoint is the amount of
entrances that serve each unit. The buildings in Figure 5.36 (right) reflect a more projectlook although high-rises in this development are very limited.
Some of the multi-family buildings in the South End are tightly controlled. For
instance, notice the gated entrances to the Rollins Square Condominiums in Figure 5.37.
Figure 5.37: Gated Entrances at Rollins Square Luxury Condos
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The lawn around the apartments is also neatly kept complementing the demarcation of
space created by the gates. A sign in Figure 5.38 telling residents to keep their dogs off
the lawn reflects further control on the property.
Figure 5.38: Interior Plaza of Rollins Sqaure Condominiums, South End

The Cathedral Community, while having a project look, also had elements of Defensible
Space evident in the interior of the community. The design of the interior plaza had
several curves to reduce the speed at which one could exists the development as well as
prevented from creating a large undefined space in the interior. There were also children
playing outside on the day of the field visit, and evidence of children in other areas as
there was chalk on the floor.
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Figure 5.39: Cathedral Projects, South End

Figure 5.40: Interior Space of Cathedral Projects, South End

The more defensible areas were located in the interior of the neighborhood, which was
generally designated as a historic district.
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Figure 5.41: Historic District, South End

.

The building in Figure 5.41 (upper left) is a development that had a similar integration of
defensible space elements in their design to some developments in Roxbury, but with a
different façade design to blend in with the rest of the neighborhood. Notice the low
height of the buildings, well demarcated space, and iron barriers along the windows.
The neighborhood also had more desolate areas such as Malden Street, which
leads to an industrial area, and connects to the nearby Interstate highway. These parking
lots behind these buildings were generally empty, and without an abundance of
residential use, the streets suffer from a reduce amount of eyes on the street.
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Figure 5.42: Industrial Use, South End

Despite these relatively unused lots, graffiti and trash were relatively absent in the
neighborhood including the park and open space areas as well the Cathedral Community.
There were also no signs of vacant lots or homes. It appears that the city has worked to
improve and maintain this neighborhood as evident by their emphasis on keeping the
neighborhood clean as well as maintaining its parks.
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5.5.

Roxbury
Roxbury is primarily a residential neighborhood composed largely of medium

density multi-family homes (9 to 20 dwelling units), single-family homes, duplexes, and
three story homes. Most of these homes were built after 1940s, while some areas have
homes that were built after the 1960s. As stated earlier, the neighborhood consists of a
high minority population and widespread poverty. All of the hotspots within this
neighborhood have major roads within a 10 minute walk and all except for one have a
major road that cuts directly through them.

5.5.1. Dudley Square (Area 7)
The land uses in Area 7 consist of a general shopping center, a major
transportation station and has a considerable amount of recreational space within its
vicinity. Dudley Square has served as Roxbury’s main commercial hub since 1901
(Boston Redevelopment Authority). As a result, housing density is lower than the other
hotpots in Roxbury. The total housing unit per census block falls under 328 housing
units, much lower than any other hotspot. The homes and buildings in Dudley Square
also tend to be older than buildings in other hotspots. There are two high schools, a K-8
school, and a community center within walking distance of the hotspot.
The area has a business vacancy rate of 8-13% over the past 12 months (see
Appendix D). The Dudley Square area, like other areas in Roxbury, is undergoing
renovations sponsored primarily by the Boston Redevelopment Authority.
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Figure 5.43: Business Uses, Dudley Square

A major problem that exists along many of the Roxbury hotspots is the existence
of vacant lots, unused or underused parking lots and vacant homes. The following
pictures show evidence of this problem in Dudley Square, as well as the trash and broken
glass that is associated with these spaces.
Figure 5.44: Vacant/Unused Lots in Dudley Square Area
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Figure 5.45: Vacant/Unused Lots in Dudley Square Area

There are high-rise buildings within area 7 that are a part of the Madison Park
Village, which serves mix-income families and the elderly. These buildings are more
vulnerable to a higher degree of crime given their height and density. However, the
entrance is very visible from the street and the glass door allows people within the
building to see what is occurring outside.
Figure 5.46: The Haynes House on Shawmut Avenue, Roxbury

However, newer developments appear to have been designed with defensible
space principles in mind. The pictures below show several individual entrances per
dwelling units, which are also differentiated by colors to create a sense of individuality to
each segment of the complex. The stairs in Figure 5.46 serve to create a separation from
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public to private space. The homes in Figure 5.47 shows similar spatial separation, with a
well maintained low landscape that does not interfere with visibility.
Figure 5.47: City Sponsored Developments with Defensible Space Principles

The following pictures show commercial buildings that are deteriorating condition and
that there is an initiative to address this issue.
Figure 5.48: Business Buildings in Poor Conditions in Dudley Square

The image of the neighborhood should be consistent throughout so that vacant lots, and
buildings in bad conditions are improved upgrading the entire neighborhood. This is
particularly true for business property. The following pictures show a school and
community center in good condition.
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Figure 5.49: Institutional Uses near Dudley Square

Residential uses between Area 7 and Area 8 showed several trends worth noting.
For instance, there were examples of individual residents showing care for their
communities through landscaping. The following examples show homes with
landscaping that does not interfere with surveillance and assist in appropriating space.
Figure 5.50: Well Maintained Landscape, Dudley Square Area

Landscape in other homes show a more “wild” look without interfering with
surveillance while helping to personalize the exterior of the home.
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Figure 5.51: “Wild” Landscape and Personalization of Residences
near Dudley Square

Some of the streets in the Roxbury were very quiet and well maintained providing
a sense of tranquility expected for neighborhoods with lower crime rates. The following
pictures of the streets reveal homes high in defensibility that are also have a pleasant
appearance.
Figure 5.52: Low Density Multi-family Units near/on Moreland Street, Roxbury

The multi-family buildings in Roxbury are generally low in height and in density.
The building in Figure 5.52 (left image) has sections that extend out from the building in
which three windows are located allowing different angles from which to view the street
without having to open the window.
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However, within this area there were also negative signs. For example, there were
evidence of trash and alcohol throughout the neighborhood, as well as evidence of
graffiti.
Figure 5.53: Trash, and Evidence of Alcohol Use near/on Dudley Street, Roxbury

Figure 5.54: Graffiti near/on Dudley Street, Roxbury

The biggest surprise of the homes near the Dudley Square hotspot was the amount
of houses that had burglary alarms. The only other area that had the same or more
burglary alarms per houses was area 11. The following pictures present evidence of this.
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Figure 5.55: Signs for Security Alarms in Roxbury Residences

Like other homes in the Dudley area, homes in this neighborhood also had a high
amount of alarm systems. Although burglary is a crime that is on the decline, it seems
that even new developments are being offered with home security in the area to address
the perception that the crime is more prevalent in this neighborhood.

5.5.2

Dudley Street (Area 8) and Dacia Street (Area 9)
Dudley Street cuts through Area 8 and lies between Dudley Square and in

Uphams Corner. Dudley Street, within the immediate area of the hotspot, is mostly
residential, but gradually increases in light business use toward Uphams Corner. The
Dudley Street area has a high business vacancy, slightly higher than other areas in
Roxbury. This area has medium density multi-family housing with pockets of higher
density. The housing density of this area generally is 600-900 units per census block as
most areas of Roxbury. This hotspot also had a high amount of city sponsored multifamily buildings with Defensible Space principles integrated as a part of the design. For
these developments, landscape was often nicely maintained and cut low to provide
visibility.
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Figure 5.56: City Sponsored Housing Developments on Dudley Street, Roxbury

However, there were many examples of individual homes also showing these
same considerations.
Figure 5.57: Well Defined Entries and Demarcation of Space, Roxbury

The house in Figure 5.57 (left) also has a screen door adding an extra barrier to
would be intruders, albeit not a major obstacle. The fence in Figure 5.57 (right) creates a
real barrier between private and semi-private use, and the porch adds another layer of
division which allows people within the house to survey the outside without an invasion
of privacy from people passing by. The homes in the Roxbury hotspots also reflected
similar observations to other hotspots as shades were often down showing the limitations
to the potential of impacting crime through surveillance
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The larger multi-family buildings located on Dudley Street had an abundance of
windows and several entrances to minimize the amount of doorways shared by
apartments. Notice the small gate on the sidewalk of the building in Figure 5.58 which
serves more as a symbolic barrier demarcating semi-public and private space.
Figure 5.58: Multi-Family Units on Dudley Street, Roxbury

There was also a community garden in the center of Area 8.
Figure 5.59: Community Gardens in Dudley Neighborhood, Roxbury

The nearby park in the center of area 7 was also well maintained, and had the appropriate
proximity from the nearby homes to provide visibility.
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Figure 5.60: Recreational Use in Dudley Neighborhood, Roxbury

There were several vacant homes within the neighborhood and homes in poor condition.
The home in Figure 5.61 (left) is part of project pride, a city imitative designed to combat
illegal activity on city owned and government owned private property “by boarding and
securing drug-related buildings city-wide and cleaning and fencing vacant lots primarily
in designated drug control areas” (city of boston.gov, ¶ 4, 2009) . The home in Figure
5.61 (right) is also in poor condition.
Figure 5.61: Vacant Buildings in Dudley Neighborhood

As stated in the literature review vacant homes and lots are linked to increases in crime.
These areas also become dumping grounds for trash as well as can be seen in the
following pictures.
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Figure 5.62: Additional Vacant Buildings in Dudley Neighborhood

Figure 5.63: Vacant Lots and Trash in Dudley Neighborhood

5.5.3. Seaver Street (Area 10)
Area 10, the Seaver St area, consists largely of medium density multi-family
buildings. The hotspot is surrounded by two major roads Seaver Street and Blue Hill
Avenue, which support four-lane traffic. Light business use runs along Blue Hill Avenue
and area 10 is adjacent to the Grove Hall area of Roxbury, a major commercial center in
the area that has undergone renovations in recent years. There is major recreational use
south of the hotspot associated with the Franklyn park area. The following pictures show
how the multi-family buildings look like in this area.
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Figure 5.64: Medium Density Multi-Family Buildings near Blue Hill Avenue
and Seaver Street, Roxbury

In general, the multi-family units are very defensible. They are low in height, are
nicely subdivided, and do a good job in demarcating public and private space. The
landscapes in the front of these buildings are also well maintained and low in height to
not interfere with visibility.
Figure 5.65: Entrances and Landscape for Multi-Family Uses
near/on Seaver Street, Roxbury

The buildings have plenty of windows in the front for surveillance, and porches on some
of their sides. There was one building, however, that did not have many windows on its
side as Figure 5.66
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Figure 5.66: Lack of Windows on Side of Multi-Family Building, Roxbury

The main issues that the multi-family buildings create are unused space on the side and
behind buildings. For instance, one particular building had plenty of space not being used
for parking and perhaps could be converted into a playground or community garden.
Perhaps the parking was closed off to prevent criminal or unwanted activity, although
some of the space behind other buildings in the same street was being actually being used
for parking.
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Figure 5.67: Underused/Unused Spaces Adjacent to Multi-Family Units, Roxbury

While some of the corridors behind and on the side of the buildings appear intimidating,
they all have light post to illuminate this corridor as seen in the following pictures.
Figure 5.68: Additional Views of Corridors and Parking Lots Adjacent to Similar
Multi-Family Buildings, Roxbury
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Generally, the entrances to the multi-family buildings face the street; however, in some
instances there were some buildings whose doors faced each other potentially lessening
security of the building.
Figure 5.69: Multi-Family Buildings with Doors that Do Not Face the Street

Unlike other communities in Roxbury, there were not many signs of security alarms
being used in Roxbury. However, there were plenty of no trespassing signs and some
beware of dog signs posted in the community. Some of these signs are posted in the
buildings in the picture above.
Some houses in this neighborhood show nice landscape and access control. The
homes in Figure 5.70 uses a fence as a physical barrier, while the home in Figure 5.71
(left) shows a house surrounded by brick structures which add a fortress look to the
home. The stairs on Figure 5.71 (right) adds an extra layer of division.
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Figure 5.70: Well “Defended” Homes near Seaver Street, Roxbury

Figure 5.71: Additonal Well “Defended” Homes near Seaver Street, Roxbury

Other homes were in much poorer condition. For instance, the home in Figure 5.72 shows
a door that appears to be very weak.
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Figure 5.72: Door/Entry in Poor Condition, Roxbury

However, there are considerable problems of trash and vacancy in the neighborhood.
Figure 5.73: Vacant Lots and Trash, Roxbury
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Figure 5.74: Vacant Lots and Trash, Roxbury

There are also plenty of homes in bad condition or vacant. For example, Figure 5.75
shows a vacant home behind a vacant park.
Figure 5.75: Vacant Homes and Vacant Park, Roxbury

There are also numerous examples of graffiti in the neighborhood as the following
picture show below.
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Figure 5.76: Graffiti near Seaver Street, Roxbury

There are also underused parking lots associated with business property near Grove Hall,
Roxbury.
Figure 5.77: Unused/Underused Lots near Grove Hall

The combination of unused or vacant lots, high degree of vandalism and trash, vacant
homes, high building density are physical factors contributing to crime in the
neighborhood. The physical attributes reflect a state of inequality in the neighborhood
thereby, influencing the rate of crime.
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5.5.4

Harvard Street (Area 11)
Area 11 is penetrated by the two major roads of Talbot Avenue and Blue Hill

Avenue Talbot Avenue leads to Dorchester Avenue, a street similar to Blue Hill Avenue
in that it also consist of general business uses. The hotspot is cut diagonally by Harvard
Street Area 11 also consists of medium density multi-family buildings, triple-deckers and
single-family homes. There is recreational use to the south of the hotspot, an open space
that is also associated with the Franklin Field projects on the other side of the park.
Many indicators reflect that this hotspot is in the worst economic conditions. For
instance, of all the hotspots, household median income and housing values are the lowest
in area 11. The foreclosure rate and the percentage of homeowners who have taken
subprime loans is also the highest in area 11 of all hotspots.
In area 11, detached family homes were more common than multi-family
complexes. All of the homes in the pictures below appear to be in good condition, are
fenced, have entrances facing the street, have well maintained lawns, and have good
transition from public, to semi-public, to private space.
Figure 5.78: Well Defended Homes, Roxbury
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Notice that the size of the fences are about four feet tall, serving equally as a symbolic
and physical barrier. The sign for an alarm system installed in the home in Figure 5.78
(right) a repetitive theme through this hotspot. Also notice how the more elaborate fence
design in Figure 5.79 (left) personalizes the home. The raised porch in Figure 5.79
(right), along with the well kept lawn, helps to emphasize the appropriation of the outside
territory
Figure 5.79: Well Defended Homes, Roxbury

The following figures also reflect a high amount of personalization. Notice the plantings
in both figures, the landscape ornaments in Figure 5.80 (right), as well as the American
flags reflecting natiional pride, and indireclty, town or community pride. Also notice the
chairs in the front porche sending the message that people often sit outside. Figure 5.81
shows additional persoanlization of front yards.
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Figure 5.80: Well Maintained Landscape and Evidence of Personalization

Figure 5.81: Personalization of Space

Figure 5.82, shows one of the two instances in which I saw people working on their yards
or small field.
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Figure 5.82: Example of Neighborhood Care

The multi-family buildings in this neighborhood were small and similar to the ones
around Area 10 as the following picture show.
Figure 5.83: Multi-Family Uses near/on Harvard Street, Roxbury

Again, since not too many dwelling units are being served by one entrance it makes the
building more defensible. Notice that the building in Figure 5.83 (left) has two entrances
for very small buildings. The building in Figure 5.83 (right) has an additional door not
seen in the picture. Also, notice that that many of the shades in both pictures are down a
point referenced to earlier in this section.
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Homes in this neighborhood often had security alarms, as well as other signs to warn
potential criminals to keep out.
Figure 5.84: Signs Used to Deter Potential Intruders

The presence of graffiti in this community was not as considerable as other hotspots.
However, this neighborhood is by far the trashiest, as several vacant lots were often used
to deposit trash reflecting the economic deprivation that plagues the community.
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Figure 5.85: Trash in Vacant Lots and Yards of Residences

A sign posted for the “clean it or lien it” campaign in the neighborhood calls attention to
the problem of trash in the neighborhood. This sign is also associated with Project Pride,
which handles vacant lots complaints.
Figure 5.86: Additional Evidence of an Overwhelming Trash Problem

5.5.5. Mission Hill (Area 12)
The Mission Hill is a neighborhood which historically has been considered a part
of Roxbury. The neighborhood now lies under toward the northern edge of the Jamaica
Plain neighborhood. Nonetheless, the neighborhood shares a zip code with Roxbury, and
is still very connected to the neighborhood. Although Mission Hill serves as a transition
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between Roxbury, Jamaica Plain, and other Boston neighborhoods toward the northwest
of the city, for the purposes of this thesis it will be considered a part of Roxbury.
Among the major streets that penetrate this hotspot are Huntington Avenue, a
street that becomes a multi-lane highway, and Tremont Street, which connects Mission
Hill to the Roxbury Crossing and Dudley Square There is light business use along
Huntington Avenue as well as famous institutions such as the Museum of Fine Arts. The
Brigham’s Women’s hospital is also within the confines of this hotspot. There are also
colleges in the area. In addition, within the vicinity of the neighborhood there are several
multi-family housing developments that have had a negative reputation in the past, such
as the heath housing developments along Heath Street and further out the Academy
homes. The area is served by bus, light rail and the nearby orange line.
Figure 5.87: Huntington Avenue, Mission Hill
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Figure 5.88: Business Uses, Huntington Avenue

The mix of land uses, proximity to some of the city’s top attractions, top notch
institutions and colleges, and the rapid transit (the green line) are all a part of the
neighborhoods character and appeal.
Overall, the detached triple-deckers that predominate throughout the
neighborhood are very defensible.
Figure 5.89: Well Defended Homes, Mission Hill
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Figure 5.90: Well Defended Homes, Mission Hill

These homes display clear boundaries; face the street, and have an abundance of
windows and porches that can be utilized for surveillance. The homes were in good
condition, and no vacant homes were observed. There were some trees in some instances
that reduce visibility for residents such as the one in Figure 5.90 (right) but these were
few and far between.
Most of the multi-family homes also ranked high in defensibility.
Figure 5.91: Multi-Family Units along Huntington Avenue
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Figure 5.92: Additonal Multi-family Unit near Huntington Avenue

Notice the multiple entrances and the abundance of windows and balconies. Some first
floor windows had also barricaded as seen in Figure 5.91 (right). There was some
minimal graffiti on the side of the buildings, but overall graffiti in the neighborhood was
limited to a few areas.
Figure 5.93: Graffitti on the Side of Multi-Family Units, Mission Hill

Housing developments in the neighborhood were also very defensible.
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Figure 5.94: Defensibe Development, Mission Hill

The architecture style of these buildings creates a degree of individuality for each
housing unit. This individuality along with the well demarcated front yards of the units
helps to appropriate space. However, there is a high rise in the middle or adjacent to the
development that seems to be out of context with the development.
Figure 5.95: Tall Building is Out of Scale with Immediate Sorroundings
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There were also instances were trees seems to block the windows substantially as in
Figure 5.183, something that may be somewhat inevitable given the height of the
buildings.
Figure 5.96: Trees Reducing Visibility to Streets

The park within the development, as in other parks in the Mission Hill neighborhood, was
all actively being used during the day of observation. It should be noted that on this day
the temperature was about 15 degrees hotter than on the days were most of hotspots were
visited.
Figure 5.97: Well Maintained and Utilized Park, Kempton Street, Mission Hill

Noticeably the street on the side of the park was closed off, creating a friendlier
environment for children to play in, and for people to walk.
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Figure 5.98: Closed off to Street, Kempton Street, Mission Hill

The community calendar reflected the potential for friendly neighborhood relations; this
was the only housing development in which a community calendar was seen.
Figure 5.99: Neighborhood Task Force that Seeks to Preserve and Maintain Safe
and Affordable Housing

The development also had the only sign observed prohibiting the use of alcohol.
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Figure 5.100: Sign Prohibiting the Public Drinking of Alcohol

Thereby, this development, while having some tight controls, did not seems as oppressive
as the Lenox Street projects studied earlier. The area most questionable parts were along
or near Tremont Street For instance, there was a vacant school building that was a clear
red flag in the neighborhood.
Figure 5.101: Vacant Buildings, Mission Hill
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Figure 5.102: Vacant Buildings, Mission Hill

In the interior of the school property an abundance of graffiti can be found. However, the
vacant lot was not full of trash nor where there signs of alcohol and broken glass as in
some other Roxbury vacant lots.
On Adolphus St, offshoots of Tremont Street, there are several high density multifamily buildings.
Figure 5.103: High-Density Housing Development on Adolphonsus Street,
Mission Hill
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Figure 5.104: Entrance to High Density Housing Development on
Adolphonsus St, Mission Hill

The building has an abundance of windows on the front and the side, as well as
front porches. However, the density of the building and its height makes it susceptible to
crime according to Newman (1980).
Near Tremont St, there is also abundance of city housing developments that are
very defensible.
Figure 5.105: Mission Main Housing Development
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Figure 5.106: Mission Main Housing Development

As in other similar projects, these are very defensible given their well defined spaces,
well maintained symbolic barriers (fences, and landscape) and their relationship to the
street.
Public parks and open space in the area were also being used. For instance, the
park on Tremont St, was being used by men to drum, and also by children as well. The
park provides a great view of the city’s tallest buildings, and one can see additional
housing developments that are near Tremont Street
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Figure 5.107: Mission Hill Playground

Further down Tremont Street, across the Roxbury Crossing train station, there is an
MBTA vacant lot that is filled with trash and broken glass.
Figure 5.108: Trash and Vacant Lots, along Tremont Street, Mission Hill

Given that this section serves as an entrance into the Mission Hill neighborhood it is
crucial that this area be cleane up to provide a better image.
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Figure 5.109: Vacant MBTA Lot with Evidence of Trash and Graffitti,
Tremont St, Mission Hill

This MBTA lot appears to have been unfunded for development as it has been in this
condition for several years. Therefore, most of the problems areas in this hotspot are
along the Tremont St, and more toward the Roxbury side, the condition of land use
gradually improves as you get closer to the Jamaica Plain side, suggesting that there is a
somewhat gradual change in relation to the part of the city that you are traveling too.

5.6.

CPTED application for the Roxbury Hotspots
A point scale was created using questions on the existing physical environment of

the hotspots based on CPTED and Defensible Space principles. The scale is based on
questions used by cities and towns to integrate CPTED principles to new developments,
in addition to new questions added from by the author. The point scale assesses three
levels of defensibility: 1 for low, 2 for medium or moderate and 3 for high or excellent.
The CPTED matrix consists of a total of 40 questions, bringing the point range from 40120. The median for the point scale is 80. The complete chart is available in Appendix D
. The following chart shows the ranks the hotspots using the CPTED method.
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Table 5.2- CPTED Matrix Results
Spot 8-9 (Dudley

HOTSPOT Spot 7 (Dudley Sq.) Spot 10 (Seaver St.) Spot 11 (Harvard Ave) St./ Dacia St.)
Spot 12 (Mission Hill)
SUM
69
70
79
86
87
AVERAGE
1.725
1.75
1.975
2.15
2.175

Given that the neighborhoods were very similar in terms of the structure of
buildings, the condition of buildings, building density, as well as the land use mix, the
degree of defensibility was determined more on the amount of negatives a community
had. In particular, the biggest reduction of defensibility came from the amount of trash,
vacant lots, and vacant homes that were observed in each neighborhood.
The rankings show similarities between the neighborhoods in Roxbury, with only
two areas barely ranking above the median. Area 7 and Area 10 ranked the lowest, the
former, in part, because of the vacant lots, and deteriorating condition of business
buildings in the area, while the latter suffered because of the amount of medium density
multi-family buildings that were clustered in one area in addition to high amount of
vacant lots and evidence of vandalism. Although the multi-family buildings in area 10
have a defensible design, their density seems to exasperates the socioeconomic problems
within the area by clustering people within poverty stricken environments where social
networks and non-violent approaches to resolving conflicts may be more scarce.
The economic state of the Dudley Square neighborhood as reflected by the
vacancy rate of businesses in the neighborhood and the physical condition of the
buildings themselves send a negative message about the health of the neighborhood. This
is part true for Dudley Square given it history of being a commercial hub in the area.
Therefore, it appears that it is not so much the land use mix that may be a bigger factor
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influence crime as some literature may suggest, but rather the condition of the land use
that triggers crime.
As the literature review has shown, economic deterioration, vacant homes and lots
are linked to crime. While the resource rich areas of the city are also subject to crime,
particularly property, the potential for higher incidents of crime are reduced by people’s
perception that they are in a safe area. Such perceptions are commonly used by people to
judge the safety of a neighborhood, and they are reflected from the condition of land
uses, the condition of buildings and evidence of economic vitality. The study, therefore,
links crime to the degree of inequality in a neighborhood reflected in how a neighborhood
is cared for by the formal authorities as well as neighborhood residents.
Area 11 received the second highest score mostly because of points received from
social related measurements such as if children were seen playing outside, and evidence
of positive social relations witnessed on the day of the field study, which are subject to
interpretation. There was no question that measured idle behavior or loitering on street
corners, which was observed in Area 11 and Area 12. Based on the vacant lots and degree
of trash alone, Area 11 would have ranked the same or lower than the Dudley Square
neighborhood and the Seaver Street area. However, noteworthy was the fact that although
Area 11 looked and felt like the worst off of all the hotspots, there was evidence of
community caring for their physical environment as many homes and their front yards
were in very good condition, and during the field observation there were people doing
yard work and gardening.
Area 11 was an interesting hotspot. The neighborhood was overall surprisingly
very defensible, as homes were clearly demarcated to appropriate space correctly, and
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there were signs of an engaged community as evidenced by a community garden, an
abundance of recycling bins left in porches, to patriotic symbols such as flags. The worst
detriment to the community was Tremont St, which had a vacant school, vacant lots, and
some buildings in poor condition in its proximity or on the same street. The street’s
importance is its connection to the Roxbury area as well as connecting those that come
from Roxbury to areas like Fenway-Kenmore, and Allston-Brighton. For this reason, this
central street should receive the most attention as it provides the most immediate
representation of what the neighborhood is like.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1

Discussion
Three measures linking neighborhood defensibility and crime were applied in this

study: A kernel analysis displaying the density of crime incidents, field studies to see
evidence of defensible space and CPTED in the physical environment, and a CPTED
point system applied to Roxbury. Interestingly, not all of the measures lined up perfectly
as one may have expected. Despite having the lowest overall crime counts of the
neighborhoods in this study, the hotspot density analysis revealed that Allston-Brighton
(Area 2) has the highest crime density. This result is also not consistent with the
perception by neighborhood residents that Allston-Brighton is not one of the safest
neighborhoods in Boston as shown in Figure 4.4, nor with the lack of media coverage
that hotspots outside of the ones in inner city neighborhoods receive. This study brings to
focus the little attention that Back Bay receive for having virtually the same total amount
of crime incidents as Roxbury, albeit mostly property crime.
Area 2 seemed to be afflicted more by a higher building density, higher
concentration of nearby commercial use, and a higher concentration of younger
populations than was area 1. Given that the land use conditions in this neighborhood were
not bad enough to be a strong influence on crime; it seems that the land use mix, youth
population and the socioeconomic conditions had a greater effect on crime.
Overall, the kernel density results reveal that the hotspots in Roxbury tend to be
less dense and smaller in size than other neighborhoods in this study. This may be
because other neighborhoods have more intense multi-family uses than Roxbury creating
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pockets o high density. Additionally, Roxbury is a larger neighborhood than most of the
neighborhoods in this study. Nonetheless, because the hotspots in Roxbury are more
spread out may make it harder to target crime prevention to a specific area as opposed to
neighborhoods with one or two hotspots.
Some areas that I considered to have a high degree of defensibility seemed to
have a higher crime density than expected as in the case with Mission Hill, Back Bay and
Allston-Brighton. Back Bay’s residential areas seemed nearly impeccable as they had
very clear boundary definitions, the buildings faced the street, the landscape was well
maintained and surveillance was facilitated by the building’s design. Even the alleyways
in Back Bay were open and clean enough to create a perception of safety. However, in
cases where the physical condition of the land use or the defensibility appeared to be
high, it seemed that the land use mix had a greater effect on creating hotspots. Such is
case with the commercial and recreational use in Back Bay and Fenway-Kenmore or the
proximity to housing developments in Mission Hill that have had a reputation for being
crime prone.
Tremont Street in Mission Hill and Shawmut Avenue in Roxbury suffer from
rough edge effects. As the streets moved from one neighborhood to the other, they
seemed to improve in their land use and building conditions as well as their impression of
safety. The same can be said about entire neighborhoods, as it seems the adjacency to
neighborhoods that are in better socioeconomic or physical condition seemed to have
some degree of effect on the perception of safety of that neighborhood or its defensibility.
This finding seemed to be the case in the South End, a neighborhood that had multifamily buildings taller and denser than the one’s in Roxbury, but gave me an impression
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of being safer. The South End also seemed to benefit from city initiatives dealing with the
maintenance of its parks, and reduction of trash which added to the neighborhoods
overall appeal.
The defensibility of Roxbury seemed to be more affected by the physical
condition of its land uses than the other neighborhoods. The amount of vacant buildings,
vacant lots, trash and graffiti was quite obvious in the Roxbury hotspots and more intense
than hotspots in other neighborhoods. Furthermore, most of the Roxbury hotspots seem to
have all of these negative attributes occurring at the same time, while other
neighborhoods had suffered from none or one of these attributes. The vacant buildings
reduce the amount of ‘eyes’ that could be surveying the streets if the land conditions were
renovated and maintained.
The CPTED point system reflected that generally the neighborhoods had similar
degrees of defensibility and that no one neighborhood was above “average” in
defensibility. However, the results of the CPTED point system and hotspot analysis were
not always perfect. For example, Mission Hill did quite well in the point system but
ranked the worst of the Roxbury neighborhood among the crime density analysis. Dudley
Square, on the other hand, ranked poorly in the CPTED system, but fared better in the
hotspot analysis. The other hotspots were more consistent with both analysis particularly
Area 8 and Area 9. This may have resulted from the CPTED point system’s lack of
emphasis on the milieu of these hotspots.
The findings of the hotspot analysis seem to be consistent with the reputation of
these communities; indeed, areas like Mission Hill, Harvard Street, and Seaver Street
have worse reputations for crime than Dudley Square and Dudley Street the CPTED
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matrix did a poor job in reflecting the perception of the Roxbury neighborhoods as well
as the intensity of the hotspots. This may have resulted from the replication of questions
in the CPTED matrix that discuss some variables more than others. Another factor
influencing the results of the CPTED matrix is that the field study was not done at night
to further study lighting conditions, surveillance and potential hidings spaces. Given that
the interior of buildings was not studied, an important aspect of place-based crime
prevention theories also influenced the result of the CPTED matrix.

6.2.

Opportunities to Improve Methods
To better understand how the socioeconomic variables affect the defensibility of a

neighborhood in comparison to the built environment, hotspots in a designated
neighborhood could have been compared to non-hotspots in the same neighborhood. This
would have provided better controls for the socioeconomic variables that affect crime in a
given neighborhood. The inter-neighborhood approach taken in this study provides a
general overview of Boston neighborhoods with high crime rates that acknowledges the
broader land use and socioeconomic contexts while compromising a greater
understanding of how socioeconomic variables impact crime. However, the interneighborhood comparison seems more related to Environmental Criminology, a crime
prevention approach discussed in the Literature Review section.
Given time constraints, the field study did not involve observations of the internal
areas of buildings, an important component of defensible space. There were also no
interviews conducted with neighborhood stakeholders to better understand neighborhood
dynamics. An understanding of the various stakeholders that play a role in the
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neighborhood is crucial to the management of spaces cited in the CPTED approach and
for the creation of a multi-level approach cited in more modern design related crime
prevention approaches.
An improved CPTED matrix would also improve the results of the field study.
Given that the questions in the matrix focus more on some variables over others, it may
have slightly skewed the results. For example, lighting received less attention primarily
because none of the field studies were conducted at night. Aside from Newman’s initial
studies that related the density and height of buildings to crime, not enough research has
been done to demonstrate which aspects of the built environment causes more crime over
others, nor to how much does each aspect of the built environment leads to a rise or fall
in crime rates. Because of the complexity of land use mixes and neighborhood variables,
having more precise information on what matters more would lead to a more effective
and efficient matrix.

6.3.

Topics for Further Study
As aforementioned in the introduction and literature review, crime prevention

approaches receive little funding from the government and are seldom mentioned in
planning literature. Unlike other aspects of sustainable planning, there is little focus on
crime and sustainability in the media or in planning initiatives. Although there are
organizations that provide CPTED training and technical assistance, the utilization of
design-based approaches to minimize crime has lagged behind talks of ‘smart growth’
and being LEED certified. In all of the planning conferences that I have been too here has
never been a mention of crime prevention techniques. The literature also reflects a lack of
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understanding on the part of developers on the existence and importance of design-based
crime prevention approaches.
Therefore, raising awareness of crime prevention approaches is an important
undertaking for planners as well as integrating aspects of crime preventative planning
into common aspects of city planning such as zoning and town meetings. An important
topic of discussion would be disassociating crime from being strictly a problem of urban
areas or of the poor, and showing how crime in one area affects the social and
environmental ecology of other areas at different geographic scales. There also needs to
be further discussions and partnerships between criminal justice officials and planners to
develop ways to reduce or eliminate land use elements and aspects of the built
environment that may be contributing to an increase in crime.
Other topics worthy of discussion are
•

Increasing public participation in design-based crime prevention planning

•

Increasing access to healthier foods in crime prone neighborhoods to
mitigate behavioral issues associated with nutrition, which may involve
increasing the number of community gardens

•

Increase the amount of green space, trees and vegetation in neighborhoods

•

Incorporating design-based crime prevention approaches as an important
aspect in broader city or regional initiatives to prevent crime and poverty

•

Develop more user friendly crime mapping software or data that could
easily be incorporated into widely used programs such as Windows
software and ESRI ArcGIS to facilitate in distributing and displaying
information as it related to crime.
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6.4

Conclusion
This study reveals that for poorer neighborhoods like Roxbury the condition of

land uses seems to be a more prevalent factor of the physical environment than the landuse mix that are exhibited in middle and upper class sections of the city. Nonetheless, the
impact of vandalism, trash, vacant lots and vacant homes has a reverberating effect
through the city given land adjacencies between rich and poor neighborhoods and the
representation of inequality and lack of proper planning that they represent.
This study aimed to test the degree of defensibility in relation to hotspots for
breaking and entering of homes and streets crimes, key crimes that Defensible Space
theory seeks to reduce. There are numerous examples within resource rich and resource
poor neighborhoods of homes that have Defensible Space principles. There are also an
abundance of city sponsored developments that have been designed with some of these
principles in mind. Nonetheless, much is left unknown during the design process that
may validate or invalidate the defensible space approach and other crime prevention
process such as the degree of public participation in the design process and the amount of
involvement residents have in managing their communities and altering their physical
space when crime prevention. It is also clear that crime prevention efforts create civil
liberties implications when, for instance, neighborhood are barricaded and monitored
electronically. The tendency for more restrictions may be suppress and cover causes for
criminal activity rather than eradicated them. Furthermore, the degree to which crime
prevention approaches is followed in the design process given other competing interest
and constraints are also important in determining the importance of design-based crime
prevention approaches.
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Another problem arises in trying to assess the value of crime prevention theory
strictly though the effect of design modifications on crime prone areas. However, because
cities and town as a whole are generally not planned with crime prevention in mind, land
mixes results that may not be favorable to the maintenance of low crime in problem
areas. The deterioration of land uses seems to be, then, a slow response to the aspect of
the socioeconomic environment that is playing a role in increasing crime rates. While
design-based prevention approaches in general are by themselves not enough to solve
crimes problems, they can play an important role in contributing to a comprehensive
crime prevention approach that involves primarily targeting socioeconomic problems and
inequities that are often the key triggers for criminal activity.
Therefore, while this study found abundant strong examples of defensible spaces
in neighborhoods in terms of territoriality and the facilitation of surveillance, the field
study revealed more serious problems with the milieu and image of neighborhoods given
the land use conditions and land use mix that related more closely to how neighborhoods
as a whole are being planned and maintained than the actual implementation of crime
prevention approaches in the design process of residential areas.
The physical environment has a much underestimated effect on behavior. By
improving the land use conditions one invariably improves the socioeconomic
environments through the improvement of a neighborhoods economic potential.
Therefore, the improvement of land-uses should be a key component of government
programs aiming to reduce poverty as is individual assistance.
Planners should take in to consideration what crimes the literature links to specific
land use. Additionally, planners should take into considerations the social context of land
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use while planning for current and future developments and modifications to land uses.
Acknowledging that crimes are not just a problem of major cities or inner city
neighborhoods will allow for broader crime prevention solutions. Barricading low crime
neighborhoods against high crime neighborhoods will not remove the fear of
victimization and potential for harm would be largely preventable through changes in the
physical and social environments.
Utilization of mapping technology and recording how changes in land uses
correlate with fluctuations in the crime rates and types of crime committed can assist in
preventing crimes. Collaborations with law enforcement should lead to more effective
crime prevention approaches especially given polices’ scare resources. Because designbased crime prevention approaches operate on a larger scale, land use planning can assist
in controlling the physical environment so that police efforts and design-based
approaches can be more efficient and effective. Working alongside community residents
and stakeholders across all levels, planners may help remove the inequity that results
from prioritizing land use and economic interest that so often take precedence over
broader social impacts. Crime presents one of the clearest expressions of dissatisfaction
of civil society, and undermines the efforts of planners by creating an urban problem that
infects all land use planning
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APPENDIX A
QUALITY OF LIFE INDICATORS

Figure borrowed from the Boston’s Indicators Project
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Figure borrowed from the Boston’s Indicators Project
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APPENDIX B
DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIOECONOMIC INDICATORS

Figures created using the MetroBoston DataCommon online map tool
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Figures created using the MetroBoston DataCommon online map tool
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Figures created using the MetroBoston DataCommon online map tool
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Boston Homeowners who are Cost Burdened, 2000

Figure created using the Policymap.com online map tool
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Foreclosure Risk Score in Boston, 2008

Figure created using the Policymap.com online map tool
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APPENDIX C
GENERAL ZONING AND ROAD MAPS

Figure created using the MetroBoston DataCommon online map tool
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APPENDIX D
HOTSPOT ANALYSIS TABLES
Zoning and Land use per Hotspot
Zoning and Land-Use
Location
ALLSTON-BRIGHTON

Zoning

Land Use

Residential
Attributres

Commercial
Attributes

Spot 1

High density multifamily housing, general
business (Further out:
light business,
industrial, recreational

Spot 2

General Urban
Shopping Center,
There some general
high density Multi- business activity,and
Same as above plus mix- Multi-family,
used zoning
transportation
family
industrial further out

Multi-family

Recreation Space

Recreational
There some general
space to the
businss activity, and
south (boston
high density Multi- light/business and
industrial further out college stadium
family

None

Industrial
attributes

Institutions

light industrial

near hospotals

Industrial
nearby

Major Roads

Public
Transportation

Commonwealth
ave, beacon st, Ins
90 highway
green lines, buses

Commonwealth
ave, beacon st, Ins
near churches, schools
90 highway
green lines, buses

Fenway/ Kenmore

Spot 3

plenty of hotels, small
Largely Multibusiness, pharmacies,
banks, restaurants,
family/Mix-use; small General Urban
pockets of general Shopping Center, high density Multi- near symphony hall,
copley
business
Multi-family
family

High, nearby

None

High level of colleges

Huntington Ave,
Mass Ave,
Boylston st.
Train (two-lines) bus

None

Boston Public Library

Commonwealth
Ave, Boylston St,
Beacon st

train, bus

None

religious, schools

shawmut ave,
mass ave,
Washington Street

silver line, buses

None

religious

harrison ave,
washington street,
west dedham
street, malden st.

silver line, buses

Back Bay/ Beacon Hill

Spot 4

predominantly Mixcommercial,
used and general
business and some residential, fresh
water, urban
high density MultiConservation, Highopen
family
Density- multi-family.

Copley mall, hotels,
small bsuiness,
Charles River,
comvention center open space/parks

South End

Spot 5 (Lenox St)

Spot 6

predominantly
multifamily high
density

predominantly Mixused, some
conservation, multifamily high density

high density
housing

high density Multifamily

light business

mix-used,
conservaton, high high density Multidensity housing
family

restaurants, light
business, banks,
corner stores

General Urban
Shopping Center,
Transportation,
parks/recreation
(furtherout)

Small Businesses:
pharmacies, bank,
small hotels

ball park

union park

Roxbury

Spot 7 (Dudley Sq.)

Spot 8 (Dudley St./Uphrams Corner)

Spot 9 (Off Blue Hill Ave/Dacia St. )

Spot 10 (Franklin park/White StadiumGrove Hall)

Spot 11 (Blue Hill-Talbot)

Spot 12- Mission Hill

Dudley St., Warren
St. Harrison Ave, Silver line, Major Bus
Shawmut Ave, Route(connection to
T)
Washington St.

Several Parks

None

Several schools (high
schools/middle
schools), Miosque

Medium and High
density housing

Strong commericial
area along umphrams
Residential small Medium and high corner and dudley
Lots
density multi-family
street area

Little

None

Some churches, one
school

Dudley St,

Major Bus Route

Medium and High
density housing

Mostly
residential, some
transpotation,
recreation and
commerical

Little

None

Some churches, one
school

Blue Hill Ave

Major Bus Route

None

Blue Hil Ave,
Seaver St., Geneva
Some churches, one ave, Washington
school
St.

Mix-used

Medium and High
density housing

medium density
multi-family

none (small amount)

Largely
residential, and Medium and high Strong comercial area
some commercial density multi-family along Blue Hill Ave

Little

Mostly Medium
small businesses
Multi-family, light
Multi-family; less density Multi-family primarily on Blue Hill
business
than 1/4 lots
(9-20 D.U acre)
Ave
Two parks nearby
None
multi-family,
Multi-family housing,
spectator
industrial, mixed-used
recreation,
developent, light
industrial,
general business uses Two smal parks
industrial, Light
commercial high density housing on Hungtinton Ave,
nearby
light industrial
business
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Major Bus Route

several school, one
church

Blue Hill Ave,
Talbot Ave,
Norwell st.
Washington st.

Major Bus Route

hospitals, colleges

Huntington Ave,
Harvard Ave

Bus, light rail, rapid
transit

Environmental Justice Statistics
Environmental Justice
Location
ALLSTON-BRIGHTON

Foreign born

Income (thousands)

Minority

English

Spot 1

moderate to
20-60 (with pockets
high (but not less than 20, indicating
the highest in high differences within
the area
a small area

Low

Low-Moderate

Spot 2

moderate to
high (but not
the highest in 20-30 (with pockets of
the area
30-40s)

Moderate

High

Fenway/ Kenmore

Spot 3

Moderate

20-30

Moderate

Moderate-High

low

High over hotspot but
low in the periphery

none but low to
moderate in
periphery

High

Spot 5 (Lenox St)

moderate

moderate to high (but
pockets of under
20,000

moderate to high

moderate to high

Spot 6

low to
moderate

moderate to high (but
pockets of under
20,000

moderate to high

moderate to high

85% or higher

High

Back Bay/ Beacon Hill

Spot 4
South End

Roxbury

Spot 7 (Dudley Sq.)

Spot 8 (Dudley St./ Uphrams Corner)

Spot 9 (Off Blue Hill Ave/ Dacia St. )

Spot 10 (Franklin park/ White StadiumGrove Hall)

Spot 11 (Blue Hill-Talbot)

Spot 12- Mission Hill

Generally Low Under 40, mixed right
(udner 17%)
over hotspot

High

30-40

85% or higher

High

Low-Moderate

20-30

85% or higher

High

Moderate

30-30

85% or higher

High

Low-Moderate

20-40

85% or higher

High

Moderate to
high

30-43 (up to 60,000)

50% or higher

High
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Select Census Data

Location
ALLSTON-BRIGHTON

Family
Households

Census Block Data Layer Infrmation
Housing
Median Household
Total Housing
Income
Units
Housing unit age Ownership

Single-Family
Households (Females)

house value

Low

114-161 (with
some higher
pockets)

Up to 53,000 (with
some pockets of up to
69,000)

up to 53,000 (with
pockets under 27,000)

380-620

Most after 1960s
(own), some
1950s,

Lowmoderate

Housing
Renters

Transporation (car
travel)

Moderate

Low-Mod

Low

Moderate to High

Spot 1

Low-Moderate

Spot 2

High (426-669)
(with higher
pockets

Low-Moderate

161-228 (with
some higher
pockets)

High

High

161-228

Up to 69,000 (with one
higher census block)

900-1300

1975 (own),
1960 (rent)

LowModerate

Low

High

high

Low

117-178

Up to 69,000 (with one
higher census block)

650-926

1960+ (OWN),
1960 + (Rent)

500-800

75-150

moderate

moderate to high

Low to moderate

117-178 (pockets
of 178-248)

Up to 53,000

650-926 (with
smaller pockets)

300 (with 75-150 (with
1960+ (OWN), pockets up to pockets up
to 250)
moderate to high
800)
1950 +

moderate to high

Low

117-178 (pockets
of 178-248)

Up to 53,000

650-926 (pocket
of up to 1400

300-500 (with 75 (with
1960+ (OWN), pockets of up pockets up
to 150)
moderate to high
1960 + (Rent)
to 800)

Spot 7 (Dudley Sq.)

Low

Low

161-228 (and
lower pockets)

Up to 53,000 (with
some pockets of up to
69,000)

under 328

1940+ (OWN)

Very Low

Very Low

Low-Moderate

Spot 8 (Dudley St./ Uphrams Corner)

High

High

161-228

Up to 69,000 (with one
higher census block)

615-905 (with
higher pockets

1940+ (OWN)

Moderate

Moderate

High

Spot 9 (Off Blue Hill Ave/ Dacia St. )

Moderate

Low

161-228

Up to 53,000

615-905 (with
higher pockets

1947+

High

High

Moderate

Spot 10 (Franklin park/ White StadiumGrove Hall)

Moderate

Mod-High

161-228

Up to 53,000 (with
lower pockets)

380-614

1960+

Moderate

LowModerate

High

High (426-669)

Mod-High

114-161

Up to 69,000 (with
higher and lower
pockets)

Moderate to
High

Low

110-228

900-1300 (380- Most after 1960s Moderate to
600)
(own)
high

Fenway/ Kenmore

Spot 3
Back Bay/ Beacon Hill
Spot 4
South End

Spot 5 (Lenox St)

Spot 6
Roxbury

Spot 11 (Blue Hill-Talbot)

Spot 12- Mission Hill

615-905 (with
higher pockets Most after 1960s

40,000 to 53,000 (with
one higher census
380-614 (with
block)
higher pockets)
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1940+

Moderate
(500-800)

Lowmoderate

Low to
Moderate (0180)
Moderate-High

Moderate

Moderate

Current Conditions- Policymap.com Data
Location
ALLSTON-BRIGHTON

Floreclosure risk score

Current Conditions
Subprime Loans
Residential Vacancy

Business Vacancy

Spot 1

3 to 4%

10-15%

Under 2%

Under 5%

Spot 2

3 to 4%

10-15%

Under 2%

Under 5% (except north of the
hotspot, industrial area)

Spot 3

Under 3%

Under 10%

Under 2%

Under 5%

Back Bay/ Beacon Hill
Spot 4

3% or lesss

Under 10%

2-10%

under 5%

4-7%

Under 10%

2-10% (with higher pockets)

5-13%

Spot 6

3% or lesss

Under 10%

2-10% (with higher pockets)

5-9%

Roxbury
Spot 7 (Dudley Sq.)

Under 3%

Low-Moderate

Under 3%

8-13%

Spot 8 (Dudley St./Uphrams Corner)

Over 10%

n/a

3% or higher

8-13% (pockets of 13%+)

Spot 9 (Off Blue Hill Ave/ Dacia St. )
Spot 10 (Franklin park/White StadiumGrove Hall)

Over 10%

Moderate

3% or higher

8-13%

Over 10%/Under 10%

High

3% or higher

8-13%

Spot 11 (Blue Hill-Talbot)

Over 10%

High

3 and lower/3% or higher

Under 10%

Spot 12- Mission Hill

up to 6%

High (up to 23%)

3%

8-13%

Fenway/ Kenmore

South End
Spot 5 (Lenox St)
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CPTED Point System Table
Building Structure and
Condition
Building Type (Single-Family,
Triple-Decker, Multi-Family
buildings)
Building Appearance/Condition:
do buildings and homes look in
deteriorating condition,
unwelcoming, or have "project
appearance"

Spot 7
Spot 8 (Dudley Spot 10
(Dudley Sq.) St-Dacia.)
(Seaver St)

2

1

2

2

Spot 11
(Harvard Ave)

1

2

Spot 12Mission Hill

Comments

2

Neighborhoods generally had triple decker homes
and medium multi-family buildings, the
neighborhoods with more of these buildings were
2 rated lower

1

There's generally very old houses that need touch
ups, but well maintained homes and new city and
HUD sponsored developments tend to balance this
3 out

Building Height
Do buildings face the street?

1
3

3
3

2
3

3
3

generally there are no buildings higher than
approximately 40 ft. However, the Dudley Sq. areas
has some six story buildings elderly housing
1 buildings
3 Generally yes

What is the proximity of
windows to street?

3

3

3

3

3 10 feet.

3

3

3

3

3 Generally yes

3

3

3

3

3 Generally yes

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

Generally, not a big problem with the exception of a
3 few instances in spot 10

Are entrances facing the street?
Are entrances visible from the
street?
Are
buildings and their numbered
address visible from the street(s)?
From adjacent properties or
buildings
Does the building arrangement
create dead-spots (low
surveillance spaces, low lits or
unused (i.e. tunnels, alleys,
cement back yards)
Landscaping and
Personalization

Are plants, shrubs and trees
maintained?

2

3

2

2

In some neighborhoods the majority of landscape
that is maintained is new development or that
3 which is governtment sponsored

Are fenzes, plazas, fountains,
fountains and other landscape
elements in good condition?

2

3

2

2

3

Does landscape elements,
landscape plantings and trees
provide places to hide?

3

3

3

3

3

Do plants, fences, plazas, berms,
or other landscapes elements
prevent seeing entrances and
exits?

3

3

2

3

3

Besides plantings any signs of
alterations on the part of residents
to the original exterior design of
their houses/front yards (i.e.
addition of ornaments/ceramics)

1

2

1

3

2

In general, do front yards look
uncared for?

2

2

2

2

Too many homes needing to be touched up or
3 maintance on landscape and fixtures

Other DS- Related Topics
How well is space defined into
(private, public and semi-public
spaces)?

2

3

2

2

3

Other sign of neighborhood
surveillance or watchfulness (i.e.
neighborhood watch systems,
alarm systems, el;ectronic
surveillance)

1

3

1

3

Are window shades down?

1

1

1

2

Alarm systems widely used, which A sign that
people are concerned about robberies but could be
seen as a last resourt method that has
1 physcholigical and social implications
Suprising to see how many shades were actually
2 down

1

Except for the vacant lots that appear in the
periphery of the neighborhood, the Dudley St. Area
appears to be the best looking neighborhood as the
2 landscape demarcates spaces in a clear wat

What Image does the
neighborhood present? Is it
attractive?

1

2

2
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Signs of Trust, neighborhood
relations
Do people leave personal
belongings outside?
Do people leave their door or
windows open (first floor)?
Evidence of hospitality or
friendly neighbor relations? (i.e.
neighbors greeting each other or
strangers, neighbors interacting
outside, community gardens etc)

Are there any children playing
outside?
Is there evidence of trash in the
neighborhood
Evidence of vandalism and
graffitti?

1

1

1

1

1 Generally no

1

1

1

1

1 Generally no

2

1

1

2

2 some neighbor interaction, not many people outside

1

1

1

2

Few children playing outside but this could have
been affected by the weather and time of day…but
the bottom line is that children don’t play outside as
3 much as they should

2

2

1

1

Trash is usually associated with vacant lots
2 neighborhoods

1

3

2

2

2 Moderate level of grafitti

1

1

2

1

High level of vacant lots in Dudley area, there's also
a problem with underutilized parking lots in some
2 areas inclusing spot 8

2

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

All hotspots have major roads that go through the
2 hotspot or within five minutes

2

3

1

2

2

Is the major road traffic prone?

1

3

2

3

2

Is the major roads and periphery
streets easy to navigate (straight
shot versus curves)

2

2

3

3

2

0

0

0

0

0 Generally, parallel parking was used

0

0

0

0

0 No bike stalls in the neighborhoods

No noticible conflict with traffic as the central areas
of the hotspots were located in smaller periphery
3 streets

Evidence of vacant lots
Evidence of vacant
homes/buildings
Questions about access,
circulation, and parking
Is there a major road that cuts
through the hotspot or its
vicinity?
Are the main streets that cut
through the hotspots two-lanes or
four lanes?

Are parking stall oriented to
provide surveillance from the
street
Are bike racks oriented to
provide surveillance from the
street
Is there conflict between access to
the property and the normal flow
of traffic on adjacent streets and
through intersections
Is pedestrian movement
separated from automobile
traffic?

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

Are sidewalks paved properly?

2

2

2

2

Seperated normally by sidewalks, not any other
2 means
In general, neighborhoods need better paved
3 sidewalks

Sorrounding Land Uses
Degree commercial land use
Degree of mix-land use
Degree of industrial land use
Degree of recreational landuse

1
1
0
3

3
3
0
3

1
3
0
1

2
3
0
1

2
2
2
2

69
1.725
80

86
2.15
80

70
1.75
80

79
1.975
80

85
2.125
80

SUM
AVERAGE (40 Questions)
Median
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